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We express our sincere appreciation to the town
officers, members of committees and boards, and all
employees for their dedicated service, and to our citizens for
their cooperation and support this past year.
We have made every effort to stabilize the town tax rate over the last couple
of years and I am very pleased to report that we've achieved this goal. The chart
below illustrates the results.
TAX RATE
1991 1992 Change (91-92)
Town 5.83 (26%)
School 14.63 (66%)
County 1 .80 (8%)
1992 Tax Rate
5.18 (23%) U .65
14.90 (67%) ft .27





Furthermore, we project that when the State sets our 1 993 rate in October-
November of this year, we will again experience a significant decrease in the town's
portion of the tax rate.
I am particularly grateful to my fellow Selectmen as well as to our Executive
(Town) Administrator for their hard work and concern for the people of Milton. Each
of us share a sense of responsibility and commitment in making the Town of Milton
an effective, quality community.
Special recognition goes to Selectman Paul Carlson for his diligent and
devoted attention to duty. Our best wishes go with him and his wife, Agnes, as he
steps down into what we hope is a long and active retirement.
Finally, a personal note for us all to reflect upon-
If we are truly going to improve our quality of life as a community, we need
to pull together and look beyond rumor, personal opinion and bias, and seek out
correct public information to pursue effective community problem solving. All of us
will share in the results and the consequences. Let's begin a new venture and make
a mutual commitment to take this necessary step to ensure that a superior and
quality Milton takes shape as we prepare ourselves for the 21st Century.
Sincerely,
Joan Tasker Ball, Chairman
Milton Board of Selectmen
PLANNING BOARD
The present Milton Planning Board Members include Chairman
Ronald Loiselle, Vice-Chairman Elizabeth White, Ex-Officio Rodney
Woodill,, Treasurer Eugene Nute, Jan Nelson as the Clerk, and Edward
Orlando. Alternates appointed to the Board are Patricia Watts and Louis
Russo, Jr. The part-time Secretary for the Board is Deborah Sprague.
The Board has been busy this past year with Lot-Line Adjustments,
Subdivisions applications, road issues, Excavation Permits, and Sub-
division Revocations. Some developers have approached the Board about
implementing "phasing" of their subdivision plans, as banks have become
reluctant about issuing Letters-of-Credit for the purpose of bonding a
project.
The Board has worked at length on granting "grandfathered" status
to several of the excavation sites within the town. This was a learning
process for many members, but all were genuinely interested in seeing the
process through.
During this past year several seminars and training sessions per-
taining to land use and planning have been available to members of the
Board, which has kept them abreast of the ever-changing land use regula-
tions within this State.
There have been several subdivision revocation proceedings in the
past year that has required a lot of input and energy from the Board
Members. The legalities of a subdivision revocation are ongoing at this time,
but the Board feels it has made the right decision in order to protect the
town's best interests.
The Planning Board came in under Budget for the 1 992 Fiscal Year.
The Board has hired a part-time Secretary to attend to correspondence and
Public Hearing Notices along with numerous other duties. At present the
Board is working on an Updated Community Survey, updating the Master
Plan, implementing road assessment fees, and working with the residents
of L.J. Gregor Drive on a betterment assessment plan.
The Planning Board Office is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 9:00 AM to 1 2:00 PM If you have any land use and planning questions,
please feel free to call. We invite you to attend our meetings any first, third
or fourth Tuesday of the month at 7:00 p.m.
We continue our pledge to work with the best interests of the Town
of Milton in mind and thank you for your continued support of our functions
within the town.
Your Planning Board Members
MILTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
I would like to thank the people of Milton for their support of the
Department during my term as Chief. 1992 was a busy year for the Milton
Police Department. We were able to take over a quarter of a million dollars
worth of drugs out of circulation with your help. Through numerous inves-
tigations we were able to recover a substantial amount of stolen property
and dismantle several groups of organized theft and burglary rings.
The Department was instrumental in organizing several new com-
muntiy service programs to better serve you. We're very proud of our
Explorer program, which works with the youths in town and is considered
one of the largest and most successful in the State. Safe House and Tip
Line are two other cutting edge programs that we are establishing, and will
be in place by March, 1 993. The Safe House Program is aimed at providing
a safe haven for children and the Tip Line will open a line of direct contact
24 hours a day, 7 days a week for you to leave anonymous information to
assist us in our effort to better serve you.





1 992 Police Department Activity
Accidents (inc. 1 fatal) 103 Calls for Service 1,756
CRIMINAL ACTIVITY: OTHER ACTIVITY:
Homicide 1 Alarms Answered 114
Rape 2 Disturbance Calls Answered 181
Robbery 1 Domestic Disturbance calls 92
Assault 24 Incident/Non Criminal calls 483
Burglary 26 Marijuana Eradications 2
Theft 103 Papers served (petitions, etc) 24
MV Theft 5 Pistol Permits Issued 83
Arson 1
Forgery/Fraud 8 MILAGE:
Sexual Assault 7 Cruiser #1 32,908





Agg. Fel. Sexual Assualt 5
Attempted Theft 1
Burglary 3
Conspiracy to Com. Crim. Mischeif 3





Cruelty to Animals 1
Disobeying a Police Officer 1
Disorderly Conduct 1
1
Endangering welfare of child 1
Fraudulent use of credit card 7
Fugitive From Justice 1
Habitual Offender 3
Hindering Apprehension 1
Illegal Poss. of Alcohol 7
Indecent Exposure 1
Open Container 6
Possess Controlled Drug 4
Receiving Stolen Property 8
Resisting Detention 5
Second Degree Assault 1
Simple Assault 21
Theft by Unauthorized Taking 1








Failure to Dim Lights 2
Failure to Yield Right of Way 2
Handicapped Parking 1
Misuse of Plates 3
Operating After Suspension 12
Operating with 2 licenses 1
Operating without a valid license 1
1
Reckless Conduct 1
Solid Line Violation 2
Speeding 106
Stop Sign Violation 4
Uninspected 28
Unlawful Transportation of Alcohol 1
Unnecessary Noise 1
Unregistered Motor Vehicle 2
TRIALS ATTENDED 73
Findings:
Guilty 64, Not Guilty 7, Nol Pros. 2
ARRESTS 103
MILTON EMERGENCY AMBULANCE
The Milton Emergency Ambulance responded to 185 calls for Service in
1992.
155 Trips to Frisbee Hospital
6 Trips to Wentworth-Douglas Hospital
2 Trips to Huggins Hospital
188 Total
Of these 1 85 rung, we provided Mutual Aid to:
20 Calls to Rochester
21 Calls to Farmington
13 Calls to Lebanon, Maine
1 Calls to Middleton
1 Calls to Wakefield
The Milton Ambulance is classified as a Basic Life Support Ambulance and
we feel it is important that everyone understands the difference between a BLS
Ambulance and an Advanced Life Support Ambulance (ALS). ALS Ambulances
carry a larger amount of life support materials mainly in the form of drugs and are
staffed with at least one Paramedic on duty at all times. This is why at times you
may see our ambulance parked on the side of the road with the Rochester
Ambulance. It's in cases like these where minutes do count and we have no
reservations in calling in this A.L.S. service.
As always, I would like to thank the dedicated members of this service for
making it the great service it is. We are always looking for new members to join us.
If you are interested, feel free to contact any Milton Fire Officer.
Respectfully Submitted,
John L. Gilman, Chief
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MILTON FIRE DEPARTMENT




Motor Vehicle Accidents 16
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Hurst Tool Used 4












Propane Truck on Fire 1
Water Rescue w/Boat 1
Lines Down/Wires Arcing 5
Boat that sank 1
Washing Machine Fire 2
Flooded Oil Burner 2
Mutual Aid Received 22
Mutual Aid Provided 35







I would like to Thank all members for their time and dedication to the Milton
Fire-Rescue.
Respectfully Submitted,
John L. Gilman, Chief
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The Milton Economic Development Committee held regular month-
ly meetings, making 1992 a busy year with several notable accomplish-
ments.
Letters were sent to approximately 50 businesses, in an effort to
inform them of the availability of the land designated as the Milton Industrial
Park. Committee members renewed ties with the State Economic Develop-
ment representatives in Concord.
Signs were commissioned for both entrances to the Industrial Park
land to advertise its availability, made possible by a trust fund established
in the 1 970's. A ribbon cutting ceremony was held on June 23, as a symbolic
gesture of the commitment to economic development in the Town of Milton.
Barry Keith Associates was contracted to conduct a selective
timber harvest at the Industrial Park site. This resulted in a total sum of
$15,163.40 realized from the harvest, with Mr. Keith paying out $4196 in
operating expenses for preliminary road work at one entrance to get the
logging equipment on-site. Net revenues turned into the town totaled
$10,967.40
Goals for 1993 include marketing the Industrial Park property
through advertising. The Committee's main objective is to expand the








ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Since the town adopted the zoning ordinances and the Boca
Codes, the ZBA (as we are known) has been quiet. We still meet on the
first Wednesday of the month if we have business to conduct. What people
don't realize, is that they cannot come before the Board unless they have
been referred to us by a letter from either the Planning Board or the Board
of Selectmen.
Our Board consists of five members and two alternates. We are
becoming elected officials as are other boards in the town. We are assisted
by our secretary, Marilyn Pike, Strafford Regional Planning, town attorney,
and the state Municipal attorney.





The Conservation Commission was re-activated in October 1991
due to the necessity generated by the New Hampshire Lakes Lay Monitor-
ing Program at Milton.
1992 was the first full year back in session for the Commission. It
was a year of organization, education and work. During the year a file
cabinet was purchased, allowing the commission to organize its files and
records. Regular monthly meetings were held. Three members attended
workshops and seminars. Many applications were reviewed and many sites
were inspected.
It is without doubt that the Commission has had a positive impact
on the community and it's environment.
Respectfully submitted,
Normand E. Theberge Chairman
NEW HAMPSHIRE LAKES MONITORING AT MILTON
This program is a child of the Conservation Commission and has
grown from ten interested citizens to twenty five in this past year. This group
has volunteered both time and money to make this program a success.
During this year we were able to conduct the required ten weeks of testing,
thanks to a group of highly motivated and concerned individuals.
This program is of great value to the community because of the
information it provides us about the quality of the water of Milton's three
ponds. In order for this program to prove its worth it must be conducted for
a sustained period of years.
Respectfully submitted,
Normand E. Theberge Member
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TOWN BEACH REPORT
The Milton Town Beach enjoyed another successful season In
relation to swimming lesson participation. More than one hundred children
took part in this year's program. Children as young as age four have an
excellent opportunity to learn to swim under the guidance of superb swim-
ming instructors. All Milton residents are encouraged to take advantage of
this unique opportunity.
Revenue was down for the 1992 season, due in large part, to the
rainy weather. Many weekends, as well as the Fourth of July, were overcast,
cool, or rainy. Due to budgetary restraints we were unable to order new
picnic tables to replace the tables that are beyond repair. This is an area




MILTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Once again, the trustees are pleased to report another dynamic year at the
Milton Public Library. Due to the extreme generosity of townspeople and area
businesses, hundreds of hours of volunteer efforts have transformed the Milton Mills
Schoolhouse into an efficient, working library. Reluctant as we were to leave the
Remick Memorial Building, our collection had literally outgrown the available floor
space. In fact, a good percentage was actually occupying the floor space, creating
a safety and fire hazard, as well as presenting difficulties in locating requisite books.
In addition, we were in serious non-compliance with state and national statutes
regarding accessibility for the elderly and handicapped. We had no lavatories, no
fire exit and no room for wheelchair clearance between the bookcases.
At the new building, our floor space to house the collection, with easy
access for all, grew from 600 square feet to 1000 square feet. We now have a
lavatory, the delineated clearance for wheelchairs and a large conference room on
the second floor for club meetings and presentations. We also have off street
parking, so that small children do not have to pass between parked cars to cross
the street just beyond a blind curve. This will help alleviate the concerns of many
parents about allowing their children to walk to the library. Already, the new facility
has met with unsurpassed use. We're assured that the patronage and circulation
for 1993 will exceed all expectations.
We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to the dozens of volunteers
who made this move possible. Without their sweat equity the project would not have
succeeded. We would like to thank our generous contributors who donated close
to $6000.00, enabling us to sand and polyurethane the floors, paint the interior walls
and woodwork and build new bookcases. Local craftsmen, from carpenters to
plumbers, donated hours of skilled labor to renovate the downstairs rooms of the
schoolhouse into an open concept facility. Most of all, we must commend the
unstinting generosity of our librarian, Nan Soule, and her family for their countless
hours spent unpacking, sorting, shelving and organizing thousands of books. Nan
has also decorated the library to impart a warm, friendly yet informative atmosphere.
This year the trustees and Friends of the Library will concentrate their
efforts on developing programs of interest for the community. These include adult
education classes, such as CPR, Personal Finance and crafts. Our children's
programs will continue with story hours, the summer reading program and career
education presentations for teenagers. The library will also serve as an educational
resource base for the growing number of home schoolers.
Any and all volunteers will be warmly welcomed in implementing these
programs. I you have a skill, craft or time that you would like to share with the
community, please contact the library. We want to address the needs of our children,





MILTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY




Book Sales, refunds 196.90
Lockhart Trust Fund 280.00
Transferred from savings 695.11


























MILTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
FINANCIAL REPORT No. 4 (Fourth Quarter)
October 1 to December 30, 1992
PART A: Payments By The Town
Balance forward: September 30, 1 992 $1 ,482.48
Income: None
Expenses:
Library Funds request $ 60.00
Nan Soule, Librarian salary 819.00
~T7
Milton Free Public Library (Financial Report No. 4 - Con't)
FICA on salary 62.66
Fuel Bill for new library 357.06
Nan Soule, Salary Jan. 1 8, 1 992 1 68.00
FICA on salary, Jan 1 8, 1 992 12.84
1,479.56 (1,479.56)
Balance remaining of appropriation ~$ 2.92
PART B - Payments made by Library
Checkbook balance remaining from September 30, 1 992 $ 742.04
Income:
Donations $ 20.00
Transfers from Savings Acct. 1,300.00
Town Appropriation 60.00




New England Telephone $ 82.88
Public Service Company 80.56
Books purchased (by invoice & cash) 253.21
Supplies 128.63
Agway 40.35




Checkbook balance January 11,1 993 $ 612.04
PART C - Capital Budget Account






Transfers to checking 1,300.00 (1,300.00)
Balance in savings passbook account 12/20/92 1,018.69
Reconciliation
Part A: Town appropriation $ 2.92
Part B: Library Checking Account 612.04
Part C: Capital Budget Account 1,018.69
1,633.65
January 11 ,1993
Jan Oxton Treasurer of Trustees
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PLAYGROUND COMMITTEE
The Milton Elementary School Playground is still progressing. Last
year the Playground Committee applied for federal grant funding through
the Department of Resources and Economic Development for over eleven-
thousand dollars. The grant was finally approved this year (in the late fall).
All work on the playground had been stopped until the grant funding was
officially approved due to the grant requirements. Fundraising had con-
tinued, however, as we had to match the eleven-thousand dollars with our
own funds. Our goals have almost been met, though we will continue to
work on more fundraising during the year.
Phase II was started immediately upon the grant approval. The
playground structures nest to the school were removed, the play area was
leveled and structures were replaced. In addition, the structures which came
from Milton Mills (and were in storage) were used and a brand new swingset
and balance beam were added. Pea stone (a rounded, non-compacting
stone) was spread throughout the area as a highly-rated cushioning
material. The pea stone has improved the drainage, greatly reduced the
amount of sand being tracked into the school, and helped eliminate the "cat
problem".
Because of the approaching winter weather, work had to be halted
at that point. This spring and summer, the remainder of the play area should
be completed with functional landscaping to fix the slope, fencing and
benches and tables installed. A half-size basketball court will be paved and
the ball field backstop and fencing will be installed.
Though the work is not complete, the children have oeen able to
use the playground equipment a lot this fall. In addition, the ball field has
been used for gym activities (both elementary and high school), soccer and
recreation programs, and scouting activities. The skating rink has again
seen a successful year and plans have been made to make the skating rink
a part of this year's Winter Fun Day.
Respectfully submitted,









Fines Unlicensed dogs 35
Warnings Unlicensed dogs 51
Fines dogs running at large 44
Warnings dogs running at large 165
Dog bites 11
Total recheck complaints 179
Cruelty Investigations 15
Trips to CVHS stray dogs 44
Trips to Concord Labs &
Investigations, meetings & etc. 10
Total dogs licensed 544
Total dog fines $2,100.00
Total dog license fees $2,900.00






The wastewater plant treated 17,588,000 gallons of sewage at an
average daily flow of 48,200 gallons. The biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) removal efficiency averaged 91% and the suspended solids (S.S.)
removal efficiency averaged 89.4%. The minimum standard is 85% removal
so the plant has done very well. All equipment is operational and in excellent
operating condition.
It was decided to replace the aeration tubing in Lagoon #1 and
Lagoon #3 after observing the changes made to Lagoon #2 last year. The
air pattern was excellent, the moisture blowoffs were working well and the
backpressure was reduced. Lagoon #3 was done in house and Lagoon #1
was done professionally due to the large size. The patterns are excellent
and the backpressures have been reduced approximately 32% and will
result in lower operating costs. This will pay for the changes in a short period
of time. We also replaced 400 ft. of gas tubing to Lagoon #2 that had a leak
in it.
Equipment was added to the well water system to adjust the pH
which will help the iron removal system. The iron removal system operates
best at around 7.0-7.2 pH and the well water was well under this resulting




STRAFFORD REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
SRPC is a public agency responsible for coordination of municipal,
state, and federal planning activities in Strafford County and portions of
Rockingham County, New Hampshire. Fifteen of 16 municipalities in the
region are currently SRPC members.
In 1 992 SRPC's efforts were focused on several major projects: the
redevelopment of Pease Air Force Base, regional economic development,
and metropolitan transportation planning. Since early 1 992 SRPC has been
working with consultants for the Pease Development Authority (PDA) and
with the Rockingham and Southern Maine Regional Planning Commissions
on the development of a Seacoast traffic model. SRPC is the lead planning
agency of the Seacoast Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), which
is responsible for conducting air quality assessments and coordinating
transportation planning activities for the Seacoast area. SRPC also con-
ducts operational planning for the COAST bus system.
In July 1992 SRPC published an Economic Profile for the Seacoast
area, which is being used by the PDA and local economic development
officials to promote the area. The profile contains economic and
demographic data for the Portsmouth-Dover-Rochester metropolitan area
and detailed profiles of 12 industrial parks in the Strafford region.
SRPC continued the development of a regional Geographic Infor-
mation System (GIS) in 1992. In June 1992 we completed an update of our
regional GIS coverage on existing land use. This information has sub-
sequently been used in two Pease-related consultant studieslhe Part 150
Noise Study and the Pease Surface Transportation Master Plan. In addition
to its regional applications, the data is used to produce existing land use
maps of each of our towns.
In 1993 SRPC will be completing a regional base map on the GIS
which contains most of the data portrayed on standard USGS topographic
maps (7.5 minute quadrangles). We are also producing wetlands and
developability maps for towns based on Soil Conservation Service (SCS)
soil survey data and mapping various pollution sources in the region.
Beginning in 1993, SRPC will be expanding its transportation
planning activities for the Seacoast MPO to include our rural communities
as well. The Commission is forming a Rural Transportation Committee
comprised of SRPC representatives from our 10 rural towns to provide
direction on rural transportation issues.
More information on recent and upcoming work on the Strafford
Regional Planning Commission can be obtained from your town's repre-
sentatives to SRPC.
Respectfully submitted, Paul B. Smith, Executive Director





Rural District Visiting Nurse Association appreciates your ongoing
support and is pleased to continue to serve you as Milton's Certified Home
Health Agency. We provide yourtown with such services as: skilled nursing,
rehabilitation services, home health aides, homemakers, adult health
screenings and maternal child health programs.
Our staff has grown and the level of Hi-tech services provided in
the home has increased. We have formed new affiliations for Certified
Hospice Care, and will soon have a new office with clinic facilities in
Farmington. All our changes are to better serve you or your neighbors in
health maintenance and/or restoration.
Summary of Milton Visits Year 1 991 1 992
Skilled Nursing 1023 1107
Home Health Aide 1115 1494
Homemaker 58 90
Physical Therapy 360 545
Occupational Therapy 62 90
Speech Therapy 81 2
Social Service — 10
Maternal/Child Home Visits 8 6
Adult/Elderly Clinics 140 122
Maternal/Child Clinics 78 81
Total Visits in Milton 2925 3547
If anyone has any questions or concerns regarding ourorganization
or services, please give us a call at 755-2202, we would be happy to talk
with you.
As you can see, Rural District Visiting Nurse Association has
increased our visits and services while we are again reducing our request
for municipal support by $3,587.00 to $5,640.00 in 1993. Because of the
reduction in our request, we are asking for private donations or memorial
gifts. These can be sent to RDVNA, PO Box 667, Farmington, NH 03835.
We would like to express our appreciation to Mary Kibbe and Ruth
Mersereau for the generous donation of their time and talent in serving on
our Board of Directors and thank you for your continued support of our
services.
Respectfully Submitted,




Due to the relatively less than normal rainfall and snow runoff in the
Spring of 1992, fewer complaints were received concerning septic system
failures.
I responded to 35 calls of various nature through on the job
inspections and many others by letter or telephone.
With more restrictive measures for recycling instituted at the Town
landfill, more illegal dumping of trash along our roadways, an increase in
complaints in this regard have been received.
To maintain a healthy environment we need to refrain from keeping
rubbish and garbage in our yard, not only for reasons of health but also for
consideration of our neighbors as well.
"Junk Yards" in our community is also of concern to the health and
safety of our residents and needs to be addressed by the board of health
and code enforcement officer.
In order to more fully keep up with new rules and regulations, I have
attended the Health Officers Association meetings and seminars. To insure
compliance with orders or instructive actions I may take (and forward in
writing) many repeat inspections as necessary.
I make great emphasis on dealing with residents, with courtesy and
respect and as expeditiously as possible try to answer all of your complaints
and concerns.





Your highway department has been busy during this year. We have
tried to keep all our equipment and vehicles serviced and in operating
condition, including the police cruisers. We have done our best to resolve
all problems and complaints. Here is a list of a few of the things we have
tried to accomplish:
Kept culverts cleaned.
Renovated the town barn and other town buildings and
properties.
Cut trees and brush to keep roads opened and passable.
Plowed and sanded roads during winter storms.
Posted many signs.
Repaired and graded roads in town.
We also participated in a federal job training program for teenagers
during the summer months.
We also have attended many seminars to try and educate oursel-
ves, to do a better service for the towns people.
Public Works Director, Michael "Mike" Smith
Supervisor & Heavy Equip. Operator, Robert "Bob" Runnels, Sr.
Truck Driver, Edward "Ed" Fetter
Mechanic & Laborer, Orville Goff, Jr.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (CIP)
A Capital Improvement Program (CIP) is a propoed plan of spend-
ing for capital items which is projected over a period of years. The purpose
of the CIP is to aid the Selectmen and the Budget Committee in their
consideration of the annual budget.
A Capital Improvement Committee had origionally formed in Milton
in 1988 and began work on the CIP. The committee developed a CIP for a
six-year time period. Work had stopped on the CIP for the last couple of
years and a new committee has been formed. Inventories have been
gathered and compiled of all capital items already existing in each of the
town departments. Each department has projected its capital expenses for
the next ten years and these anticipated expenses have been compiled in
the CIP. The CIP was then brought to the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee for approval and will be part of the annual Town Meeting warrant.
The definition of a capital improvement is a non-recurring major
expenditure for public facilities costing more than $5,000 and considered
beyond the scope of normal operating expenses including land, buildings
and renovations, vehicles, and road work. Advance scheduling of municipal
projects allows the town to schedule costs over a period of years, thereby
avioding wide fluctuations in the tax rate . The CIP furnishes a total picture
of Milton's major needs, discourages piecemeal expenditures, and serves
to coordinate the activities of various departments. It is used in conjunction
with the town's Master Plan and should be updated annually so that it
remains current.
Respectfully submitted,









We have been busy during this year getting mandatory recycling
in progress.
We had a curbside spring clean-up this past year.
We have tried to keep the landfill clean and in operating condition.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Public Works Director, Michael "Mike" Smith
Solid Waste Operator, Ronald "Ronnie" Adjutant
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CIVIL PENALTIES FOR BAD CHECKS
















Summary of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1992 - (June 30, 1992)
on Levies of
1991 1990 Prior
Unredeemed Taxes Balance at
Beginning of Fiscal Year: $ 308,527.56 $128,164.68
Liens Sold or Executed
During fiscal Year: $ 458,729.45
Credit 39.86
Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution: 4,781.96 29,159.48 40,361.97
Collected Redemption Costs: 2,712.84 2,931.36 3,002.01
Total Debits $ 466,224.25 $ 340,658.26 $171,528.66
Remittance to Treasurer
During Fiscal Year:
Redemptions $ 130,632.71 $ 149,035.32 $103,547.76
Interest and Cost after sale or
Lien Execution
Abatements of Unredeemed Taxes

















My goal for 1992 was to fully utilize the existing computer
capabilities in the town office to provide timely financial information needed
by the selectmen and department heads.
I'm pleased to report that we have met that goal. We are printing
payroll and accounts payable checks through the computer. These trans-
actions are automatically transferred to a general ledger program. We can
print monthly and year-to-date reports showing income, expenses, and
comparisons to budget. The department heads have come to look forward
to these reports to help them manage their departments.
After taking office in March, I became aware of a second major
issue. The town often had more than $100,000 in one bank account, over
the amount that would be covered by the FDIC in the event of a bank failure.
Working with Farmington National Bank, we were able to have them put
$750,000 of securities on deposit with the Federal Reserve Bank. These
securities would be available to the town as collateral for amounts on
deposit in the event of an (unlikely) bank failure, covering our account fully
for up to $850,000 on deposit.
I continue to look for ways to improve efficiency and provide
detailed financial information to the selectmen and department heads. I
appreciate the changes that everyone has absorbed in 1992 and hope that
















(OLD) PLANNING BOARD ESCROW ACCOUNT
Farmington National Bank
Balance Transferred to Treasurer
Deposits
Disbursements







(NEW) PLANNING BOARD ESCROW ACCOUNT
Farmington National Bank
Beginning Balance - 1/1/92 $ 0.00
Deposits 3,795.22
Disbursements 1,930.15
Ending Balance - 12/31/92 $ 1 ,865.07
SEWER ACCOUNT
Farmington National Bank




Balance - 12/31/92 $ 69,875.22
HERTEL/NORTHERN LAND TRADERS ESCROW ACCOUNT
Farmington National Bank
Beginning Balance -1/1/92 $ 14,325.65
Disbursements 1 4,698.43
Interest Earned 413.40
Ending Balance - 12/31/92 $ 40.62
DURGIN ESTATE/IRA S. KNOX FUND
Farmington National Bank
Beginning Balance - 1/1/92 $ 53,213.62
Interest Earned 1,943.59
Dividends from Con Edison Stock 250.80
Coat Rack for Town Office 116.00
Road Study 3,850.00
DARE Drug Awareness 1,400.00
Milton Community Action 250.00
Town Employee's Holiday Party 200.00
Lay Lakes Monitoring Program 633.00
Disbursements $ 6,449.00
Ending Balance - 12/31/92 $ 48,959.01
Plus 64 Shares of Consolidated Edison @ 32 5/8 2,088.00
Total Value of Trust Fund $ 51,047.01
31






CD 300-965-0 $35,000.00 $1,750.00
CD 2749 $45,000.00 $2,026.82
CD 6148 $10,000.00 $520.79
MM 900 436 6 $28,340.75 $998.34




L & J Adjutant $100.00
AGPennell $200.00
D & J Pelletier $300.00
R& P Currier Jr $200.00
E S Shering $200.00
K&KO'Conner $200.00
M & J Cutter $200.00
J L Morin & F A Nelson $200.00
H Littlefield $100.00





Barnes & Ellis $50.00
E Brochu $100.00
Total $3,650.00
MM Acct # 900-436-6
Balance 12/31/91 $28,670.14
CD 990-731-0 Int $1,881.11
CD 300-965-0 Int $1,750.00
CD 2749 Int $2,026.82
CD 6148 Int $520.79
New accounts $3,650.00





Trans. CKG Acct $6,255.00
Trans, to 900-730-5 $100.00
Caretakers $3,492.00
Postmaster $34.18






























































Profile 01 85 550065
TOTALS
































1992 NUTE LIBRARY FUND
CD 3924 $1,000.00

















CD 984 293 $2,554.00 $10.06
CD 986 600 $6,555.07 $361.46
CD 988 01 7 $2,215.80 $83.93
CD 989 599 $75,248.51 $4,067.19
TOTALS $86,573.38 $4,522.64
1-13-92 Opened Pass Book
#027-568-0 $1,100.00
1-21 -92 Deposited from
CD 984-293-0 Inc Int $2,564.06
8-24-92 Deposited from
CD 986-600-0 Inc Int $6,916.53
CD 988-017-0 Inc Int $2,299.73
Pass Book Total $12,880.32 $318.30
CD 989-599-0 $75,248.51 $4,067.19
TOTALS $88,128.83 $4,385.49
12-31-92 TOTAL $92,514.32
















1992 Daniel & Geneva Lockhart Fund (Con't)
MM 901 827 1
Bal 12-31-91 $9,501.59
Return Ch fr Parks & Rec $1,000.00
CD 989 772 Int $1,483.86
CD 987 853 Int $1,251.43
CD 301 643 Int $535.17
CD 302 460 Int $522.44




Milton Mills Library $280.00
2 Copiers - Selectmen's Office $6,255.00
Planning Office
Oscar Moorhouse Post Rep $500.00
Bal 12-31-92 $6,905.19
TOTAL $14,525.19
1992 CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
12-22-92
POLICE CRUISER INTEREST TOTAL
PB #028-515-5 $5,000.00 $3.28 $5,003.28
SOLID WASTE
PB #028-514-2 $20,000.00 $13.12 $20,013.12
LAND FILL CLOSURE
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Less Blind Exemption 60,000
Less Elderly Exemption 3,625,000
$169,467,500
Included in above figure
Valuation outside Water Precinct $1 37,563,300




State of New Hampshire
Tax Exempt
Current Use









Assessment ratio for 1992: 112%
AUDITOR'S REPORT
Each year the Town of Milton has a professional audit of the previous year's
activities. The audit of 1 992 will be completed in late spring of 1 993. Copies
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Elections & Vital Statistics 5,350
Financial (Audit & Budget Committee) 9,500




Board of Adjustment 1,746
General Government Buildings 15,000
Cemeteries 1,000
Insurance 94,355
Strafford Regional Planning 2,050








Highway & Equipment 248,884
Street Lighting 14,000
Solid Waste Disposal 83,176
Sewer Users 47,803
Animal Control 6,000
Rural District Health 9,227
Health Department 2,000
Direct Assistance 40,000
Strafford County Community Action 12,650





Principal-Long Term Bonds & Notes (Sewer & Fire Truck) 121,666
Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes (Sewer & Fire Truck) 67,954
Interest on TAN 60,000
Highway Dump Truck Body 5,700







TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $1,420,197
40
Statement of Appropriations and Taxes Assessed (Con't)
Less: Estimated Revenues




Interest & Penalties on Taxes 1 00,000
Business Licenses and Permits 3,000
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 165,000
Dogs & Building Permits 4,400
Shared Revenue 48,673
Highway Block Grant 57,750
Water Pollution Grants 1 02,000
Railroad Tax 889
Income from Departments (PB & Ambulance 6,200
Income from Town Beach 15,000
Sale of Municipal Property 100




TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $656,615
Net Town Appropriation 828,71
6
Net School Tax Appropriation 2,386,739
Net County Tax Assessment 338,693
TOTAL OF TOWN, COUNTY & SCHOOL 3,554,148
Property Taxes to be raised 3,554,148
Water Precinct Taxes 9,169
Less War Service Credits 40,000
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SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS 1992
Local Taxes
Property Tax -1992 $ 2,899,355.17
Resident Tax -1992 16,130.00
Yield Tax -1992 7,082.30
Interest on Property Tax -1992 6,233.19
Resident Tax Penalty- 1992 34.00
Property Tax - Prior Years 1 ,261 ,769.97
Resident Tax - Prior Years 2,720.00
Yield Tax - Prior Years 427.38
Interest - Prior Years 138,631.72
Penalties - Prior Years 256.00
Cost - Prior Years 8,646.06
Current Use 2,270.00
Boat Registrations 6,382.67
Registration of Motor Vehicles 184,658.00











Town Office Copies 473.52
Election Filing Fees 127.00
Planning Board Income 56.75
ZBA Income 122.51
Rent of Town Property 1,594.00
Police Department Income 3,330.06
Ambulance Income 6,531.98
Fire Department Income 350.00
Building Permits 7,572.95




Income from Timber Cut .10,967.44
Sale of Town Property 8,661.52
Interest on Investments 14,864.61
Other Revenues 1,483.99
Bad Check Charges 182.00
Refunds on Insurance 1,339.29




Reimbursement of Various Expenses 3,539.59








1992 1992 1993 1993 1993
BUDGET Appropriation Spent Selectmen Budget Not Recom-
Budget Committee mended
'GENERAL COVERNMENT:
Executive $ 123,165 127,171 145,040 103,447 41,593
Elections & Vital Stat. 5,350 6,284 2,404 2,468
Financial Adm (audit & MBC) 9,500 8,946 8,000 8,000
Revaluation of Property 12,000 16,500 16,000 14,500 1,500
Legal Expense 10,000 14,697 6,000 6,000
Personnel Adm (benefits) 48,100 39,420 49,905 49,905
Planning Board 9,000 7,967 12,400 10,000 2,400
Board of Adjustment 1,746 737 2,088 1,774 314
General Government Bldg. 15,000 12,326 15,000 15,000
Cemeteries 1,000 1,317 1,781 1,781
Insurance 94,355 93,699 86,349 86,349
Strafford Reg. Planning 2,050 2,050 2,050 2,050
Other General Gov't 10,350 8,000 7,000 1,000
PUBLIC SAFETY:
Police 133,888 143,090 137,500 137,500
Ambulance 8,468 9,479 9,000 9,000
Fire 52,418 59,967 55,000 55,000
Building & Code 5,281 5,108 7,039 7,019 20
Civil Defense 100 100 100
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS:
Highway & Equipment 248,884 226,068 231,471 231,471
Street Lighting 14,000 14,750 16,000 16,000
SANITATION:
Solid Waste Disposal 83,176 73,226 80,571 80,571
Sewer Users 47,803 43,473 56,471 56,471
HEALTH:
Health Dept. 2,000 1,743 2,250 2,250
Pest Control/ACO 6,000 5,549 5,983 5,983
Rural District Health 9,227 9,227 5,640 5,640
WELFARE:
Direct Assistance 40,000 29,728 32,368 32,368
Strafford Com. Action 12,650 12,650 13,300 13,300
CULTURE AND RECREATION:
Parks & Recreation 5,000 3,197 4,000 4,000
Library 6,924 6,921 9,951 9,951
Patriotic Purposes 800 800 800 800
Town Beach 22,077 21,512 22,077 23,000
CONSERVATION:
Conservation Commission 505 389 1,594 1,594
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
Economic Dev. Committee 500 500
EDC/MIP 3,000 3,000
DEBT SERVICE:
Interest on TAN 60,000 36,378 55,000 55,000
Princ-Long Term Bnds & Notes 121,666 121,666 90,000 90,000
Int-Long Term Bnds-Notes 67,954 65,418 56,829 56,829
BUDGET TOTALS
(Less Articles): 1,290,437 1,221,453 1,248,461 1,202,621
B
1992 1992 1993 1993 1993
BUDGET (Cont) Appropriation Spent Selectmen Budget Not Recom-
Budget Committee mended
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
Highway Dump Truck Body 5,700 5,700
Silver St. ExtVFarm. 18,560 14,607
Police Cruiser 17,000 16,969
Agencies 3,500 3,500 3,952 3,952
Tennis Court Renovations 2,500 2,500
CIP Study Town Roads & Bridges 7,500 7,500
Teneriffe Bldg. Renovations 25,000 25,000
Highway Truck
(4 yr. lease/purchase) 17,400 17,400
Improvements MIP 125,000 125,000
Briar Ridge Bond 11,535 11,535
Kingsbury Drive 5,700 5,700
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Landfill Closure CRF 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000
Transfer/Recycling St. CRF 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
Police Cruiser CRF 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Ambulance CRF 15,000 15,000
Milton Ind. Park CRF 10,967 10,967
SPECIAL MEETING
Demolition of Tannery 30,000 7,290
TOTALS 1,420,197 1,324,519 1,531,015 1,313,988 218,014
93 TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Milton in the County of Strafford, in said
State qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Nute High School Auditorium in said
town on Tuesday the 9th day of March next at ten o'clock in the forenoon
with polls not closing before seven o'clock in the evening to act on the
following:
ARTICLE 1 . To bring in your ballots for town officials.
ARTICLE 2. To vote on the adoption of RSA 72:1 -c, which authorizes any
Town or City to elect not to assess, levy & collect a resident tax?
And you are hereby further notified to meet at the Nute High School
Auditorium in said town on Saturday, March 13, 1993, at 1:00 pm, to act
upon the following articles of business:
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,248,461.00, which represents the 1993 Selectmen Recommended
operating budget found in column three of the posted budget (MS-7). Said
sum is exclusive of all special appropriation articles addressed. The Budget
Committee's Recommended 1993 operating budget of $1,202,621.00,
appears in column four of the posted budget (MS-7).
ARTICLE 4. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
such sums of money as may be necessary to pay current expenses in
anticipation of taxes. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to apply for, receive and expend federal and state grants which may become
available during the course of the year, in accordance with RSA 31 :95-b
and also to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or
private source to be used for purposes forwhich the municipality may legally
appropriate money. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30,000. to be added to the town landfill closure Capital Reserve Fund
previously established. BY SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET
COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000. to be added to the Solid Waste transfer & recycling facility Capital
Reserve Fund previously established. BY SELECTMEN RECOM-
MENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 to be added to the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund pre-
viously established. BY SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET
COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 9. To see if the town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of purchasing a new
ambulance and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 5,000.00 to be placed
in this fund and to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend. BY
SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 10. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,500.00 for renovations and repairs of the town tennis court located at
Lockhart field off Route 125. BY SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY
BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 1 1 . To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter
into a 4-year lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a fully equipped
(with sander and plow) truck for the highway department and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $17,400.00 for the first year's payment for that
purpose. BY SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 12. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,500.00 to complete a highway capital improvement plan of the town's
roads and bridges. BY SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET
COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $25,000.00 to renovate the Teneriffe Building (town boards' office and
D
meeting room), to include making the building handicap accessible. BY
SELECTMEN NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,000.00 for the purpose of the marketing of and closing costs related
to the Milton Industrial Park. BY SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY
BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to sell and convey lots in the Milton Industrial Park on such terms
and conditions as they deem in the best interests of the town. BY
SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 1 6. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to trade
lots in the Milton Industrial Park in exchange for services, which would serve
to improve the park. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of engineering, road
construction and related grading and improvements in the Milton Industrial
Park (MIP) and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 0,967.00 to be placed
in this Fund, and authorize the use/transfer of $1 0,967.00 of the December
31, 1992 fund balance for this purpose; this amount represents revenue
received from the 1992 timber harvest of the MIP land; and to designate
the Selectmen as agents to expend. BY SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED
BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 18. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the total
sum of $3,952.00 for the following (2) health related agencies:
a) Sexual Assault Resource Center - $ 550.00
b) Strafford Hospice Care Inc. - 3,402.00
BY SELECTMEN NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 19. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Conservation
Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its annual appropriation,
said funds to be placed in a special Conservation Fund in accordance with
RSA 36-A:5. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 20. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept the dedication of any street shown on a subdivision plat approved
by the planning board, provided that such street has been constructed to
applicable town specifications as determined by the Board of Selectmen or
their designee. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 21. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
convey any real estate acquired by the town by Tax Collector Deeds. Such
conveyance shall be by deed following a public auction or the property may
be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as
justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 22. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Library Trustees
to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the town meeting,
money from state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the fiscal year, in accordance with RSA
202-A:4-C. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 23. To see if the town will vote to accept the Milton Mills
Elementary School building and grounds for use by the Milton Public Library
contingent upon approval to convey title of the property to the Town of Milton
being given by an affirmative vote at the Milton School District Meeting to
be held on Saturday, March 27, 1993. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 24. To see if the town will vote to increase the number of Milton
Public Library Trustees from three (3)tofive (5) members. BYSELECTMEN
ARTICLE 25. To see if the town will vote to accept title to the Water Precinct
Building deeded to the town of Milton, dated September 21, 1990, and
recorded October 2, 1990, at the Strafford County Registrar of Deeds in
Dover, NH, and, as authorized by the Water Precinct District at their March
17, 1990 Annual Meeting. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 26. To see if the town will vote to eliminate the position of an
elected Milton Mills police officer. BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 27. To see if the voters of the town of Milton wish to make the
position of chief of police appointed rather than elective. BY PETITION.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the town will vote to appropriate the sum of up to
$125,000, for the purpose of engineering, road construction and related
grading and improvements in the Milton Industrial Park; the entire amount
to be raised from the sale of lots at said site, and no portion thereof to be
raised from taxation. It is the intent of the Selectmen and the Economic
Development Committee to place any unexpended surplus funds into a
Capital Reserve Fund in the year 1994 and to designate the Selectmen as
agents to expend these funds. (The Economic Development Committee
intends to continue development from lot resources and not from tax
revenue.) BY PETITION. NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COM-
MITTEE
ARTICLE 29. That the town grant a bond of $1 1 ,535.00 to the residents of
the development known as Briar Ridge for the purpose af adding 2 turn-
around areas to the road known as L. J. Gregor Drive. The bond will be
repaid to the town by means of special tax assessment to the Briar Ridge
residents. BY PETITION. NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COM-
MITTEE
ARTICLE 30. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,700.00 for road repairs to Kingsbury Drive Association. Petitioners
ask the town to reappropriate this sum which was approved in a 1 987 town
meeting. BY PETITION. NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COM-
MITTEE
ARTICLE 31 . To see if the town will vote to eliminate the position of town
administrator (executive administrator) and replace this position with an
administrative assistant to work part-time during daily business hours
(Monday-Friday) up to twenty-four (24) hours per week at an hourly rate not
to exceed fourteen dollars ($14.00) or a total of seventeen thousand five
hundred dollars ($17,500.00) annual salary. Said position of administrative
assistant is to be pursuant to New Hampshire RSA 41 :2 and in accordance
with job description guidelines for this position as set in the town official's
handbook by the New Hampshire Municipal Association. BY PETITION.
ARTICLE 32. To see if the town will vote to rescind the position and funding
of the executive administrator as of April 1 , 1993. BY PETITION.

















DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
1-4130-000 EXECUTIVE
Joan Tasker Ball, Selectman $ 1 ,500.00
Paul V. Carlson, Selectman 1 ,000.00
Douglas H. Shute, Selectman 1 ,000.00
Mary G. Kibbe, Selectman 805.54
Rodney J. Woodill, Selectman 805.54
R. Belmore, Executive Administrator 18,550.00
B. Hoff, Tax Collector - salary & fees 7,680.86
C. Martin, Dep. Tax Collector - wages 66.80
E. Lord, Town Treasurer 1 ,028.23
F. Doria, Town Treasurer .4,01 7.01
H. Hedegard, Dep. Treasurer 375.00
C. Martin, Town Clerk - salary & fees 9,954.58
P. Martel, Deputy Town Clerk - wages 1 ,232.62
P. Martel, Selectmen's Clerk - wages 11 ,278.24
D. Paey, Executive Secretary - wages 17,875.22
M. Pike (minutes) - wages 1 5.00
D. Sprague, Recording Secretary - wages 948.50




Belmore, Robert - mileage 2,001 .74
Belmore, Robert - supplies 57.20
Bob's Home Repairs 27.40
Bob's Sporting Goods 34.44
Brown, J. - Janitorial 709.50
Business Management Systems 521 .25
Butterworth's 245.70
Cadorette Printing 98.00
Cocci Computer Agreement 905.00
Doria, Faye - supplies 85.28
F.I.C.A 43.95
Foster's Daily Democrat 1 77.33
Granite State Stamps Inc , 1 ,039.30
Great American Software 38.95
Hoff, B. - resident taxes 487.00
Hoff, B. - redeemed taxes 1 70.00
Hoff, B. - mileage 77.13
Hoff, B. - postage & expenses 60.60
Hoff, B. - convention expenses 349.80
Hoff, B. - Imp. Tax Lien 8,010.00
K-Mart (computer cabinet) 69.00
Loring, Short & Harmon 208.95
MacLean Hunter Reports (registration book) 140.00
Martel, P. - mileage & expenses 1 1 .03
Martin, C. - convention 485.60
Martin, C. -registrations 3,457.50
45
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
Martin, C. - mileage 91 .00
Martin, C. - supplies 38.27
Martin, C. - seminar 41 .70






New England Telephone 1 ,860.86
NH City & Town Clerk's Assoc, (dues) 20.00
NHGFOA (membership book & dues) 295.00
NHMA (dues) 1 ,303.84
NHRRA (dues) 154.50
NH State Library (copies) 5.20
NH Tax Collectors' Assoc, (dues) 85.00
NH Welfare Ad. Association 25.00
Northeast Business Systems (safe) 500.00






Edward H. Quimby 155.95
Register of Deeds Center 1 ,480.00
D. F. Richard Inc 789.65
Ridgewood Printing 49.98
Road Agent Assoc 20.00
Rochester Office Products 72.00
Safeguard (checks) 41 1 .83
Seacoast Business Machines 140.00
Srnec, R. - supplies 1 9.04
Stamped Envelope Agency (postage) 966.00
Strafford Reg. Planning Comm 157.94
Studley's 205.50
The Morley Co 923.45
The Park Printers (town reports) 3,435.25
The Rochester Courier 48.60
Thumb Print 39.50
Town Clerk Annual Meeting (Joyce Rowe) 30.00
Transco South, Inc. (PB copier service contract) 360.00
Treasurer - State of NH (supplies) 349.24
Union Leader Corp 40.50
Viking Office Products (supplies) 1 ,361 .71
Wheeler & Clark (dog licenses) 1 70.35
$127,171.36
1-4240-000 BUILDING INSPECTOR/CODE
Berry, Scott - wages $ 3,745.00
BOCA Int'l. law books 223.00
46
Cartographies 1 75.50
C & K Printing 24.00
F.I.C.A 232.20
Medicare 54.34
New England Telephone 433.53
Northeast Test Consultants 150.00
Postmaster 7.33
Treasurer, State of NH (supplies) 1 8.88
Viking Office Products (supplies) 44.22
$ 5,108.00
1-4933-800 SCHOOLS
Milton School District 1992 $2,661,903.00
1-4210-000 POLICE DEPARTMENT
Ammo Dump $ 122.67
AT&T 242.28
AT&T Credit Corp 373.92
B & L Variety 32.07
Matthew Bender 151.51
Bennett, R. - wages 3,952.80
Bennett, R. - fees 60.00
Bob's Garage 93.84
Bob's Home Repairs 91 .27
Brown, Jeanne - Janitorial 660.00
Butterworth's 334.09
C & K Printing 1 1 1 .92
Canney, W. -wages 16,058.88
Canney, W. - mileage 345.02
Canney, W. - expenses 80.66
Canney, W. - telephone 279.48
Canney, W. - convention 423.00
Charlie's - CITGO 105.00
Cobbin, D. - drug search 99.00
Collins Park Cir 56.00
Communications Specialists 304.80
Condon III, F. - wages 21,112.33
Condon III, F. - fees 30.00
Cosgrove, P. - wages 3,874.95
Dennehy, J. - wages 15,014.72
Dennehy, J. - mileage 1 8.20
Drew, Tom (sign) 1 35.00
Eastern Propane & Gas Inc 1 70.28
Eaton Finance Corp 760.97
Farmington Police Dept 40.20
F.I.C.A 2,884.02
Frisbie Hospital 1 59.20
Gall's Inc. (supplies) 314.50
Garrity, T. - wages 2,541 .79
Garrity, T. - fees 30.00
Giguere, J. - wages 21 ,950.04
47
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
Giguere, J. - fees 1 80.00
Giguere, J. - mileage 1 29.48
Gilman, S. - wages 1 ,61 9.81
Gilman, S. - mileage 1 24.80
Guardian Life 649.75
Harding, J. - wages 742.00
Hawmills, Ltd 102.75
Hebert, E. - wages 1 ,254.85
Hebert's Auto Repairs 94.40
Howcroft, M. - wages 3,778.66
Howcroft, M. - fees 30.00
Int. Assoc, of Arson 1 04.00
Labrie's 28.50
Lakeside Arms 1 99.50
Lewis Arms 67.20
Locke Office Products 741 .1
6
Lucier, J. - wages 1 ,088.50
Meader's 115.51
Medicare 1 ,295.32





Milton Lakeside Mart 15.82
Milton Sewer 200.00
Milton Water District 25.00
Movie World 1 1 .96
NAPA 737.28
Neptune, Inc. (uniforms) 596.20
New England Telephone 5,571 .83
NH Bar Ass 30.00
NH Ass. of Ch. of Police (dues) 40.00
Ossipee Mountain Electronics 262.45
Peirce Ford 149.87
Petty Cash 1 15.25
Phototext Books (training) 29.95
Photo Images 43.58
Portland Glass Co 462.75
Postmaster 1 56.25
PSNH 737.99
Edward H. Quimby 87.50
Radio Shack 81 .67
Retirement 2,715.91
D. F. Richard Inc 81 9.03
Rivers Camera Shop 237.31
Roberge, S. - drug search 40.00
Rochester Hill Family Practice 21 1 .00
Richard A. Sherburne Inc 204.70
Shooting Sports Supply 56.50
Sirchie FPL 163.78
48~
Standard Fuses Corp 1 3.58
State Surplus 35.00
Strafford County Dispatch 4,455.13
Studley's 58.50
Sullivan Tire 1,253.29
The Morley Co 379.81
Thumb Print 39.50
Treasurer of NH - radar 80.00
Treasurer of NH -supplies 167.12
Treasurer, State of NH - gas 4,471.27
Viking Office Products 99
White, S. - wages 11,749.36
White, S. - fees 30.00
Whitten, C. - fees 330.00
$143,089.86
1-4300-000 HIGHWAY
Adjutant, Ronald - wages $ 3,41 7.05
Adjutant, Ronald - jacket 70.00
Aircom (gas) 8.95
Air Service of NH Inc 1 86.49
AKZO Salt Inc 16,204.64
AT&T 1 .40
Barrett Excavation (Truck Contract) 5,665.80
Burke's Tree Service 435.00
Cash Fuels 2,374.12
Claremont Chemicals 348.75
Colbath Equip., Inc 45.00
Cope, D. - wages 5,222.47
Corson, R. - wages 11 ,698.09
DiPrizio Lumber 722.68
Dover Motor Mart 594.88
Elliott, D. - wages 651 .78
Ellis, D. - wages 1 1 1 .00
Evergreen Valley Inc. (winter sand) 5,1 1 8.50
Farmington Gas & Oil 545.28
Fetter, E. - wages 21 ,508.75
F.I.C.A 8,026.76
Foster's Democrat 1 02.30
Goff, O. Jr. - wages 19,313.77
Granite State Minerals, Inc 11 ,638.75
Ed Hebert's Auto Repairs 55.00
J. I. Case Corp 2,595.00
Martel, P. - wages 1 71 .50
McVicar, D. - wages 438.75
Medicare 1 ,877.21
Merchant, C. - wages 11 ,071 .48
Milton Hardware 80.49
Milton Lakeside Mart 28.13
Milton Water Dept 25.00
NE Chapter APWA 1 00.00
New England Telephone 735.1
2
~49
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
NE Super Vac. (sweeper rental) 1 ,320.00
Ossipee Mt. Electronics (base station) 1 ,055.70
Paey Construction 1 40.00
Postage 29
PSNH 1 ,238.49
Reilley, R. - wages 555.75
Runnels, R. Sr. - wages 26,769.46
Shaw's Ridge Equip 837.00
Smith, M. - salary 21 ,882.08
State of NH-UC 190.10
Tanner Jr., H. - wages 708.00
Tanner Jr., H. - supplies 9.50
Taylor Rental (chipper rental) 1 ,500.00
Tilcon Maine Inc 3,215.68
Treasurer - State of NH (Gas) 5,027.15
Tremblay & Son Heating 597.99
Tri-City Dodgee 46.58
Unex, Inc 520.00
Viking Office Products 421 .31
Walsh, James - wages 1 ,804.52
Watson Corner 1 5.50




Ainsworth, W. - 42.50 LibbyJr.,R. - 188.00
Barrett, J.- 990.00 Lucier, J.A. - 1,169.00
Blair, W. - 780.50 Marsters, R. 10.00
Bourdeau, R. - 378.00 Miller, E. - 75.50
Burke, G. - 239.00 Millette, D. 109.00
Burrows, G. - 19.50 Oxton, L. - 285.50
Carrier, P. - 7.50 Penney, D. - 395.50
Carswell, R. - 130.50 Perry, R. - 111.50
Dow, J.- 433.00 Pridham, L- 20.00
Downs, A. - 164.25 Reilley, R. - 230.50
George M. - 155.50 Smith, M. - 588.00
Gordon, G. - 271.50 Smith, Marshall - 50.00
Hebert, E. - 12.50 Srnec, R. - 145.50
Henner, R. - 129.00 Stevens, J. - 253.00
Hescock, Jason - 270.50 Taatjes, B. - 365.50
Hescock, John - 285.50 Taatjes, D. - 62.50
Hoff, K. - 759.00 Taatjes, K. - 10.00
Howard, E. - 124.00 Taatjes, M. - 203.00
Hutchins, R. - 303.00 Tompson, T. - 335.50
Kirk, S. - 395.50 Tompson, Susan - 10.00
Laney, R. - 165.50 Tompson, S. - 623.00
Libby, G. - 259.00 Tucker, K. - 168.00
Libby, R. - 1 14.00 Wallace Jr., V. - 140.50
Wallace III, V.- 253.00
F.I.C.A 840.69
Anton Ent 21 1 .41
Arnold T. Clement 132.00
AT&T 525.69
50
B & B Fabricating 48.00
Bergeron Assoc 1,497.13
Boston Coupling Co 150.00
J.H. Butler 3,256.43
C & S Specialty 5,551 .95
Cash Fuels 2,414.58
Central Glass of Rochester 49.00
DiPrizio Int. GMC Trucks 21 7.72
Dover Agway 56.1
Dover Motor Mart Inc 4,733.59
Drew, Tom (sign) 200.00
Ed Hebert's Auto Repairs 148.50
Gray, Robert (training) 1 83.00
Farmington Gas & Oil 372.01
Fire Engineering 23.50
Gilman, J. - telephone 204.20
Gilman, J. - mileage 83.00
Gilman, J. - salary & wages 1 ,867.30
Healey, John A 760.25
Laconia Fire Equip., Inc 1 ,523.98
Lucier, A. - expenses 22.50
Medicare 1 96.64
Milton Garage 1 35.00
Milton Hardware 886.32
Milton Sewer 200.00
Milton Water (hydrants) 3,200.00
NAPA 37.39
New England Telephone 3,999.12
NH Fire Stds. & Training Comm 1 00.00




RCE Electric Supply 1 63.73
Ridgewood Printing 94.43
Robbins Auto Parts Inc 1 0.06
Sanbornville Auto Sup 42.05
Standard Fuses Corp 1 3.57
Strafford Cty. Dispatch Cap. Imp 1 ,250.00
Treasurer - State of NH (gas) 927.46
Tremblay & Sons Heating 1 ,078.50
United Divers Inc 1 ,629.28




C & K Printing 48.75
Foster's Daily Democrat 505.94
F.I.C.A 194.07
Martin, C. - wages 50.00
~51
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
Medicare 45.35
New England Telephone 433.53
NHMA (training) 160.00
NHOSP (Plan. Conf.) 25.00
Petty Cash 11 0.00
Postmaster 460.76
Register of Deeds 1 39.00
Rockingham Reg. Planning Comm 80.00
Sprague, D. - wages 3,080.00
Strafford Regional Planning Comm 2,071.12
Studley's 49.00
Transco South, Inc. (toner) 127.50
Treasurer, State of NH (supplies) 33.25
UNH (training) 165.00
Viking Office Products 78.59
$ 7,966.86
1-4215-000 AMBULANCE
All Welding $ 372.87
Benoit's Medical Service 427.50
Bound Tree Corp 71 .48





Ossipee Mountain Electronics 1 ,940.36
Postmaster 31 .27
Ridgewood Printing 11 2.00
Sanbornville Auto Supply 33.92
Srnec, R. - expenses 7.95
Strafford Cty. Dispatch Cap. Imp 1 ,875.00
The Thumb Print 62.00
Treasurer - State of NH (gas) 455.20
Viking Office Products 5.12
Wolf Auto Radiator , 60.00
Barrett, J.- 715.00 Kirk, S. - 66.25
Barrett, P. - 397.50 Laney, R. - 5.00
Carrier, P.- 90.00 Libby, R. - 31.25
Carswell, R. - 15.00 Lucier, J. - 20.00
Dow, J.- 35.00 Miller, E. - 30.00
Downs, A. - 5.00 Penney, D. - 287.50
Gilman, J. - 220.00 Perry, R. - 30.00
George, M. - 5.00 Smith, Marshall - 5.00
Gordon, G. - 10.00 Smith, M. - 430.00
Hebert, E. - 10.00 Srnec, R. - 232.50
Hebert, M. - 5.00 Tompson, S. - 30.00
Hescock, John - 162.50 Wallace Jr., V. - 5.00
Hoff, K. - 226.50 Wallace III, V. - 10.00




Carlson, P. - wages $ 305.00
Carlson, P. - mileage 23.00
Carlson, P. -telephone 12.78
F.I.C.A 23.56
Frisbie Memorial Hospital 1 ,200.00
Medicare 5.51
NH Health Officers Assoc 40.00
Postmaster 4.58
Trask, L. - wages 1 05.00
Trask, L - mileage 23.14
$ 1,742.57
1-4414-000 ANIMALS
C & K Printing $ 36.38




Richard A. Sherburne Inc 45.90
Trask, L. - wages 4,867.50
Trask, L. - mileage 81.12
$ 5,548.95
1-4312-023 EQUIPMENT
AirCom $ 1 9.99
All Welding 385.60
A T Co. Mfg. Co 177.45
Beauregard Equip 24.47
Broadview Farms 4.39
Central Glass of Rochester 75.00
Claremont Chemicals 387.25
Conway Tractor & Equip. Corp 11 5.33
Digital Connections (computer) 504.95
DiPrizio's Lumber 1 68.1
6





Fox Valley Systems 1 70.93
Germon's Garage 6.65
Hervey's Tire Co 39.60
Hurd Lumber Co., Inc 63.90
Laconia Fire Equip 27.50
Lakeside Hardware 77.07
Marcotte (plaque) 1 6.60
Max Cohen Sons Inc 349.95
Metromedia Paging 11 7.30
Miller Bros. Ind. Gases 1 85.1
1
Milton Garage 150.65
Milton Lakeside Mart 1 95.51
53
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
Milton Hardware 1,414.56
Moquin's Starter & Ait Svc 85.00
Municipal Sales Inc 534.07
NAPA 3,430.96
NE Barricade 1 ,073.92
Ossipee Mountain Electronics 1 8.60
R.A.K. Ind 636.56
Ray's Marina 37.00
Sargent-Sowell Inc 1 28.45
S.A.S. Auto Parts 6.34
Share Corp 96.00
Shaw's Ridge Equip 409.00
Signals Auto Sup., Inc 1 .49




W.T. Supply Co., Inc 124.27
Tanner Jr., H. - supplies 61 .38
Treasurer - State of NH (supplies) 50.00
Viking Office Products 1 12.96
Watson Corner Service Center, Inc 77.20
$ 22,793.73
1-4326-000 SEWER
Alco Engineering Inc $ 1 05.32
American Sigma 82.96
Arnold T. Clement 8.65
D. M. Burns Security Inc. (fee) 139.00
Capitol P & H Supply Co., Inc 490.89
Certified Laboratories 1 68.76
Chemoir Systems 589.1
Colbath Equip., Inc 29.40
Daniel Crean - Attorney 325.68
DeJulio, Thomas 661 .74
R.E. Erickson Co 139.00




Harcros Chemicals Inc 375.00
Hervey's Tire Co 20.00
ITT Flight Corp 726.08
Laconia Fire Equip., Inc 41 .50
Lapierre's Pumping service 1 80.00





Mine Safety Appliance Co 1 77.27
54"
NE Int. Svc. Assoc, Inc 1 ,560.80
New England Telephone 1 ,669.32
NH Water Resources 400.00
Paey, D. - salary 1 ,607.00
Palmer True Value Hardware 20.70
Postmaster 122.88
R.E. Prescott Co 489.99
PSNH 9,861 .52
Q.C. Services Inc 65.00
Scientific Prod 369.98
Shaw's Ridge Equip 1 93.99
Sprague, D. - salary 1 4,61 0.25
Sprague, D. - supplies 382.49
Tanner Jr., Hervey - wages 405.00
Tanner Jr., Hervey - expenses 59.84
The Water Shed Inc 378.37
Town of Milton (adjusting entry) 500.00
Treasurer - Sate of NH (fee) 25.00
Tremblay & Son 1 01 .00
Universal Blower PAC, Inc 80.05
Viking Office Products 20.68
WESCO 967.40
Wallace & Tiernan 1 00.04
Conn. Nat'l Bank (local & state Share) 153,122.61
$196,595.65
1 -4500-000 PARKS & RECREATION
Steve Behrens (maintenance) $ 51 9.49
Boyer, William 65.00
Broadview Farms 1 .89
Milton Hardware 63.51
Milton Water District 25.00
PSNH 429.56
Souhegan Valley Aqua (fish) 450.00
State of NH (Fish & Game) 25.00
Steve's Fence Co 700.00
TeePee Sport Shop 629.85
Wentworth, Merle (lock & Key) 288.00
$ 3,197,30
1-5000-700 REFUNDS
Abram, W. & A 76.79
Agri, M. & C 58.06
Ahlquist, C 57.88
Ainsworth, E 1 43.25
Arigo, M 319.24
Arling Family Partner 31 9.1
6
Arling Family Trust 858.14
Arling, M 1 12.71
Arling, R. & S 991 .1
9
Armstrong & Burns 130.60
Arnold, R. & G 25.50
55
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
Ashenfelder, M. & S 67.66
Bacus, Meyer & Solomon, Atty 4,734.05
Baker, H. & P . 57.89
Ballou, L & L 22.53
BK Bsn. Mtg. Corp 249.31
Bank of NH 131.34
Bankeast 739.41
Banks, G. & V 684.17
Banks, S. & D 131.55
Bean, P. & Forsberg/Bean, L 449.88
Behre, J 89.98
Bell & Thomas 184.76
Bickford, E.' & D 42.75
Bickford & Burke 182.56
Bill, E. & J 342.54
Blair, M 384.01
Blair, H. & M 57.89
Bolstridge, D 158.05
Bourque, P&P 9.29
Bregy, D. &S 11.13
Bridges, E 87.75
Brownell, L & M 461.13
Burns, J 13.53
Butt, G. & V 139.89
Campbell, B. & P 95.65
Canney, C 125.97
Cardinale, C. & M 212.54
Carlton Est. (Joyce) 83.31
Carswell, R. & D 6.75
Cartier, V 330.66
Chasse, R. & M 57.18
Cheney, D 265.43
Cirelli, M 62.33
Clark, H. & P 256.68
Clement, L & L 6.14
Clough & Tinkham 58.08
Cohen & Routhier 55.65
Columbus, R 22.54
Cormier, A. & E 159.62
Cormier, D 1 0.00
Corriveau, H. & B 224.94
Coulombe, R. & S 416.75
Couture & Watters 64.75
Criterion At. Prop 6,021 .69





DeFelice, F. & J 104.62
56"
Delisio, J. & F 173.37
Desimone, J 7.21
DiPrizio, E. & J 467.36
Doe, F 749.06
Donlon, J. & E 501 .62




Dubois, A. & M 62.99




Dupuis & Brooks 65.28
Dupuis, N 132.41
Durkee, E 79.39
Dusseault, D 1 0.00
Eaves, J 22.26
Eck, K. & H 42.70
Eldridge, 1 94.80
Ferguson, H 78.73
Ferreira, J. & D 36.97
Fifield, H. & D 373.77
Fifield, J 10.00
Fifield, K 10.00
First Nat'l Bank 2,926.84
First NH Mtg. Corp 3,150.20
Fitts, E 157.41
Fleming, J. & E 1 66.62
Foster, L& M 710.82
Freeman, C. & T 2,457.53
Gagne, H. & P 272.18
Galarneau, M 63.25
Gaulin, S 1 0.00
Gaydos, F 924.52




Gnere, L & S 754.17
Gobron Sr., F 57.86
Golden, B. & P 87.90
Goldenberg, 1 2.56
Goulet, N. & A 89.98
Goumas, S. & D 30.00
Grant, N. & A 128.28
Graystone Mtg. Corp 1 ,209.64
Grenier, R 22.51
Griffin, T 299.27
Grondin, E. & N 157.46
Hackert, A. & T 148.49
57
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
Hagan, J. & L 233.34
Hamlin, D. & S 57.86
Hatch, L 49.58
Hescock, J. & L 69.73
Hickman, R. & D 648.81
Hidish, V 623.60
Hill, J. & C 45.30
Hiltz, P 10.00
Hogan, K. & M 189.21
Holt, D. or Town of Milton 20.00
Hopkins, E. & R 173.20
Houston, J. Est 30.86
Howe, L & B 494.08
Hughes, C. & B 385.28
Jacobs, G 1 1 .05
Jacobs, J. & M 57.1
8
Jeffries, S. & R 49.13
Joos, M 1 0.00
Kenney D. & M 304.06
Key Corp. Mtg. Inc 159.24
King, D. & L 73.46
Kondrup, D. & R 8.90
Krause, O. & Y 342.80
Kriete Jr., E 10.00
Kupcs, M 76.33
Kushner, R. & G 356.62
Lamb Est. (Marsh) 47.23
Lamb or Bell 701 .82
Lamb, T 184.76
Lamoureux, R 4,238.23
Lane, C. & B 410.99
Laperle, D. & R 708.57
Lapointe & Routhier 292.42
Lavertue, L 1 1 .00
Leanna, E. & E 177.84





Littler, G 221 .86
Livingston, G. & M 45.03
Loflus, D. & D 218.26




Maleham, H. & M 131.11
Marchand, M. & P 229.03
Marcotte, N. & S 1 14.84
58
Marcoux, H 83.35
Mariano & Williams 36.04
Martel, M. & P 56.29
Martin Jr., W. & C 85.59
Mason, E 353.73
Masse, M. & R 9.00
Mattair, D. & R 297.36
McDonnell, M. & T 15.76
Melville, W. & N 389.15
Meserve, I. & J 67.1
1
Michalski, S. & B 108.13
Miller S. & F 33.78
Milton, C : 658.90
Montgomery, C. & P 1 8.1
Morann, W. & S 8.92
Moratty, N 292.90
Morin, B 243.56
Morin, R. & G 168.37
Morrill, A. & G 128.38
Morrill Jr., F 142.77
Mowat, J. & J 56.34
Murray, G 936.61
Nadeau, I & R 737.70
Nason, D 404.70
Nason & Roberts 139.71
Nesbitt, J 23.1
9
Noel St., S. & J 159.82
Nolan, J. & S 20.25
Nute, S 11.13
Orlando, P. F. & E 209.50
Paey, D 90.57
Pageau, R 137.46
Paradis, R. & L 57.97
Parker, R. & E 103.48
Peloquin, G & N 92.40
Pelletier, D. & J 57.82
Perkins, H 24.79
Perkins, L & M 57.87
Perry, J. & A 42.86
Peterson, L 390.1
Philips, P 171.13
Phinney, C. & M 123.34
Poirier, W. & P 40.44
Pomerleau, D. & C 89.42
Provencher, D 11 5.55
Prudden, J. & R 51 .79
Randall, J. & M 292.71
Reeves, J. & S 30.38
Ricker, C. & T 30.05
Ricker, W. & M 99.13
Riley, R 158.39
59
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
Rivers, R 57.84
Roberts, E. & D 1 03.81
Rodrigue, R. & E 1 8.21
Rolff, J. & C 269.94
Rogers & Morann 25.05
Rollins, C. Diane (void) -40.07
Roobian, C 223.08
Ross & Callahan 275.73
Rouleau, M 111.12
Roy, W. & J 137.62
Rupp, M 98.05
Russo, J. & L 1 13.75
Salem Five Mtg 704.25
Sanborn, H. & J 24.49
Sceggell, H. & S 52.02
Sherman, R. & M 51 0.76
Sickles, M 206.83
Siembab, R 1 1 1 .37
Siemon, C 6,484.70
Skoolicas, C. & E 1 41 .85
Smith, D. & A 10.37
Smith, G. & L 128.40
Smith, S 22.50
Soucy, F. & J 130.64
Spaulding, B. & E 856.48
Spaulding Comp 1 ,096.53
Spinale, F. & L 479.89
Std. Fed. Sav. Bank 6.88
Stevens, J. & P 281 .45
Stillings, H 42.67
Stilson, C 390.86
Stockford, R. & M 17.81
Stowe, D. & M 49.63
Stowell, D 605.68
Stowell, M 641 .85
Strong, H. & K 11 9.30
Sullivan, D. &J 101.32
Sullivan, B 92.10
Sullivan, J. & L 352.57
Sumski, L 352.54
Szruba, J. & J 475.25
Tagro Homes, Inc 87.87
Thayer & McGivern 494.15
Therrien & Irish 1,907.10
Three Ponds Homes 11 9.42
Tibbetts, F 689.44
Tibbetts, G 9,863.47
Torr, C. & K 31.52
Toy, B 845.44
Trainor, D 41 .00^^^———^——————
60
Trainor, G 30.94
Trask, R. & B 162.01
Tremblay, G. & S 63.09
Trucklease Corp 228.00
Tucker, P. & C 439.10
Turcotte & Roy 392.03
UNH 478.60
Vachon, H 57.83
Vanasse, R. & L 74.33
VanDorn, R. & N 236.88
Vaney Jr., E. & S 58.57
Varney, K. & S 153.1
1
Vathally, J. & T 445.89
Verville, E. & M 869.41
Veteran's Administration 632.71
Wadleigh, J. & F 2,250.46
Washburne, F 1 1 .00
Watson, J 10.00
Weiner, B. & C 162.48
Wentworth, T. & L 2.25
Wheldon, F. & B 11 0.22
White, G. & E 279.20
Whitehouse, M 1.12
Whiting, M 271 .71
Whitten, W 63.05
Wiggin, A. & J 1 77.22
Willey, W 96.14
Woodward & Lord 1 85.22
WyattSr., C 81.13
$ 1 02 1 92 13
1-4316-000 STREET LIGHTING
Public Service of NH $ 14,750.46
1-4153-000 DAMAGES & LEGAL EXPENSES
Daniel Crean - Attorney $ 52.31
Nighswander, Martin & Mitchel - Attorneys 14,644.55
$ 14,696.86
1-4550-000 LIBRARY
Farmington Gas & Oil $ 357.06
F.I.C.A 201 .87
Mary Kibbe - Trustee 2,060.00
Medicare 47.15
Janice Oxton - Trustee 1 ,000.00
Soule, N. - wages 3,255.00
$ 6,921.08
1-4323-000 SOLID WASTE
Adjutant, R. - wages $ 1 6,844.1
Barrett Excavation - Sand 23,788.80
Barrett, J 12.50
"it
Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
BFI 7,312.72
J. H. Butler 249.00
Cash Fuels 451 .52
City of Rochester 281 .71
DiPrizio's Lumber 538.12
Elliott, D. - wages 543.72




Goff Jr., O. - wages 1 ,508.64
Gordon, G 27.50
Hatch, E. - wages 1,224.00
J. P. Chemical Co., Inc 125.50
Jewell Resources Inc 1,125.00
Lakeside Hardware 6.93




Milton Hardware 71 6.91
Milton Hardware (recycling) 157.97
Milton Lakeside Mart 1 1 .93
NAPA 129.92
New England Telephone 242.72
NH Water Resources Div 400.00
Robbins Auto 72.76
Rochester Agway 205.23
J.C. Rogers Co. (stickers) 833.44
Rooster's Rest 450.00
Runnels, R. - wages 1 78.24
Seacoast Redicare (physical) 1 75.00
Signal Auto 84.40
Smith, M. - wages 589.20
Smith, M. - training 50.00
Southworth - Milton, Inc 1 ,363.88
The Rochester Courier 1 07.35
Tompson, S 1 7.50
Treasurer, State of NH (dump renewal) 35.00
Treasurer, State of NH (supplies) 7.98
Walsh, J. - wages 1 0,023.36
Williams, M 21 .00
Wolf Auto Radiator 509.00
$ 73,225.55
1-4939-000 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Treasurer, State of NH -ML $ 1 ,452.00
Treasurer - Dog licenses 286.50
Treasurer - Vital Research 369.00
$ 2,107.50
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1-4140-000 ELECTION & REGISTRATION EXPENSES
Banks, V. - wages $ 822.91
Banks, V. - mileage 56.1
6
Banks, V. - postage 1 .51
Banks, V. - supplies 1 7.74
Berry, S. - wages 200.00
Buchanan, D. - wages 24.70
Buchanan, M. - wages 20.80
Burrows, G. - wages 78.00
Carlson, A. - wages 299.00
Ferris, R. - wages 15.60
F.I.C.A 322.44
Foster's Daily Democrat 1 06.72
Gregoire, A. - wages 28.60
Hackert, T. - wages 22.1
Joos, A. - wages 323.70
Joos Jr., V. - moderator 385.40
MacGregor, A. - wages 575.25
MacGregor, A. - mileage 60.84
Martel, P. - wages 241 .32
Martin, C. - wages 51 0.40
Martin, C. - mileage 1 8.72




Milton School District (gym cleaning) 45.00
Pike, M. - wages 49.40
Postmaster 28.21
Ramsey, E. - wages 223.60
Ross, M. - wages 1 5.60
Russo, B. - wages 28.60
Russo, R. - wages 28.60
Sargent, K. - wages 62.40
Tanner, G. - wages 826.1
6
Tanner, G. - mileage 32.76
Tanner, G. - postage 36.20
The Rochester Courier 21 .90
TKO Printers (Ballots) 171 .50
Tompson, S. - wages 62.40
Wheeler & Clark 1 0.00
White, B. - wages 338.00
Woodill, R. - wages 1 8.20
$ 6 21 8 99
1-4195-000 CEMETERIES
Banks, G. - wages $ 984.42
F.I.C.A 19.53
McKinley, R. - wages 308.97
Medicare 4.57
$ 1,317.49
1 -41 92-000 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS
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Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
Attorney D. Crean $ 40.00
F.I.C.A 21 .21
Foster's Daily Democrat 182.15
Medicare 4.97
Pike, M. - wages 342.06
Pike, M. - expenses 1.15
Postmaster 11 8.82
Transco South, Inc. - toner 1 5.00
Viking Office Products 1 1 .98
$ 737 34
1-4589-000 TOWN BEACH
American Red Cross $ 207.50
Arbor Co 73.90
AT&T 74.04
C & K Printing 47.92
Arnold Clement Co., Inc 1 81 .03
Culverhouse, J. - wages 363.40
Dube, L - wages 2,434.65
Dube, S. - wages 11 6.88
Ecker, D. - wages 654.52





Milton Water District 55.00
Mollica, P. - Salary 4,000.00
New England Telephone 240.89
Parenteau, A. - wages 2,019.13
Parks, M. - wages 3,206.25
Pederssen, L. - wages 350.75
PSNH 299.35
Rochester Door Co 84.25
Russo, S. - wages 2,222.27
Sanborn Heating 50.00
Saragian, S. - wages 2,147.64
Seacoast Coca-Cola 723.20
State of NH - Lab 40.00
Tanner Jr., H. - wages 68.00
$ 21,512.10
1-4583-000 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
Memorial Day $ 800.00
1-4140-071 VITAL STATISTICS
C. Martin $ 65.40
1-4150-000 BUDGET COMMITTEE
F.I.C.A $ 90.71
Foster's Daily Democrat 53.04
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Medicare 21 .23
Pike, M. - wages 1 ,463.35
Pike, M. - expenses 22.35
Postmaster 9.86
Register of Deeds 1 8.00
Srnec, R. - expenses 31 .07
Transco South, Inc. - toner 27.50
Treasurer, State of NH - supplies 8.85
$ 1,745.96
1 -471 1 -000 TEMPORARY LOANS & INTEREST
Farmington Nat'l & Savings Bank $ 2,325,000.00
Farmington Nat'l & Savings Bank - interest $ 36,378.1
9
1 -5000-300 TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Town of Milton $ 458,729.45
1 -41 94-000 GENERAL GOVERNMENT BLDGS.




Bob Tarlton Locks 1 45.00
Bob's Repairs 308.22






Bob's Home Repairs 1 22.85
Milton Hardware 11 9.37
Library, Milton Mills:
Bob's Home Repairs 42.80
F.I.C.A 1 0.77
Langis Electric 66.00
Lemieux, L. - wages 21 6.00
Medicare 2.52
Teneriffe Sports Club Building:
Bob's Home Repairs 84.81
Brown, J. - wages 393.00
Cash Fuels 839.79
Dezan Construction 4,1 70.00
DiPrizio Lumber 36.03
Farmington Gas & Oil 21 6.85
F.I.C.A 26.99
Dave Higgins Electric 1 40.00
Jacobs, C 335.67
Medicare 6.32




Detailed Statement of Payments (Con't)
D. F. Richard Inc 153.97
Sanborn Heating 445.00




Drew, Tom - sign 220.00
Lakeside Hardware 23.72
Palmer True Value Hardware 1 69.1
9
Fire House:
Rochester Door Co 620.00
$ 12,326.16
1-4155-000 EMPLOYEES BENEFITS
American Bankers Life Ins $ 67.20
Blue Cross/Blue Shield (NH Ins.) 38,510.08




Corroon & Black (Kendall) $ 3,035.00
CF of NH (W.C.) 30,996.00
NHMA-PLIT 57,981 .00
Overhead Door Co. (fire garage door) 999.00
Wolf Auto Radiator (fire accident) 688.00
$ 93,699.00
1-4152-000 REAPPRAISAL
Purvis, B. - wages $ 16,500.00
Purvis, B. - wages (revaluation) $ 2,745.95
1-4900-000 CAPITAL OUTLAY
Farmington Nat'l Bank (int. fire truck) $ 2,295.80
Farmington Nat'l Bank (prin. fire truck) 31 ,666.00
Hews Co., Inc. (dump truck body) 5,700.00
Irwin Motors Inc. (cruiser) 15,076.00
Landfill Closure 6,369.67
My Friend's Place 2,000.00
Ossipee Mt. Elec. (cruiser) 1 ,892.57
Plodzik & Sanderson (audit) 7,200.00
Rural District Health Council 9,227.00
Silver St. Ext. (paving) 14,606.95
Strafford County Com. Action Inc 12,650.00
Strafford Hospice Care Inc 1,000.00
Strafford Reg. Plan Com. (92 dues) 2,050.00
Sexual Assault Support Services 500.00
Town of Milton (durgin fund-correction) 125.40
Town of Milton (CRF - landfill closure) 30,000.00
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Town of Milton (CRF - transfer/recy. station) 20,000.00




Milton Water District $ 9,1 69.00
1-4611-000 CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Meader's 20.35




Stewart, C. - file cabinet 1 77.60
Theberge, C. - expenses 1 6.25





Farmington Gas & Oil Co $ 4,630.46
SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS
4130 Executive $ 127,171.36
4140 Elections 6,218.99
4140 Vital Statistics 65.40
4150 Financial Administration (Audit) 7,200.00
41 50 Financial Administration ( Budget Comm.) 1 ,745.96
41 52 Reappraisal of Property 1 6,500.00
4152 Revaluation of Property 2,745.95
4153 Legal Expenses 14,696.86
4155 Employee Benefits 39,419.78
4191 Planning Board 7,966.86
41 92 Zoning Board of Adjustments 737.34
41 94 General Government Buildings 12,326.16
41 95 Cemeteries 1,317.49
41 96 Insurance 93,699.00




4240 Building Inspector/CEO 5,1 08.00
4290 Civil Defense
4312 Highways & Equipment 226,068.31
431 6 Street Lighting 1 4,750.46
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 73,225.55
4326 Sewer Expenses 43,473.04
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4326 Sewer (local & state share) 153,122.61
4411 Health Dept 1,742.57
4414 Animal Control 5,548.95
4415 Rural District Health 9,227.00
4909 My Friend's Place 2,000.00
4909 Strafford Hospice 1,000.00
4909 Sexual Assault Center 500.00
4442 Direct Assistance 29,728.1
7
4449 Strafford County Com. Action 12,650.00
4520 Parks & Recreation 3,1 97.30
4550 Library 6,921 .08
4583 Patriotic Purposes 800.00
4589 Town Beach 21,512.10
461 1 Conservation Commission 388.93
471 1 Principal Long Term Bonds/Notes 31 ,666.00
4721 Interest Long Term Bonds/Notes 2,295.80
Temporary Loans 2,325,000.00
4723 Interest TAN 36,378.19
4909 Highway Dump Truck 5,700.00
4909 Silver St. Farmington paving 14,606.95
4909 Police Cruiser 1 6,968.57
4909 Landfill Closure 6,369.67
4915 Landfill Closure CRF 30,000.00
4915 Transfer/Recycling Station CRF 20,000.00
4915 Cruiser CRF 5,000.00
4931 Strafford County 344,366.00
4932 Milton Water District 9,1 69.00
4933 Milton School District 2,661 ,903.00
4939 State of NH - Marriage Licenses 1,452.00
State of NH - Dog Licenses 286.50
State of NH - Vital Research 369.00
5000 Refunds 102,192.13
Tannery Demolition 7,290.00
Taxes Bought by Town 458,729.45
Town of Milton (durgin fund-correction) 125.40
Prepaid Gas 4,630.46
TOTAL PAYMENTS .$7,241,859.37
Cash on Hand 1/1/92 161,003.00
$ 7,402,862.37
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
December 31, 1992
Town House, Land & Building - $ 1 50,800
Furniture & Equipment 5,000
Town Office, Land & Building 94,200
Furniture & Equipment 26,000
Milton Free Library, Land & Buildings 69,000
Furniture & Equipment 5,000
Police Department, Land & Building 38,700
Furniture & Equipment 35,000
Fire Station, Land & Building 84,400
Equipment 290,000
Fire Station, Land & Bldgs. - Milton Mills 91 ,600
Abulance & Equipment 15,000
Highway Dept., Land & Buildings 1 06,980
Equipment 80,000
Teneriffe Sports Club, Land & Building 172,800
Furniture & Equipment 8,000
Treatment Plant 2,459,300
Pump Station, Land & Building 70,000
Town Beach Land & Building 269,200
Land - Cemeteries 377,900
Land - Rt. 1 25 off W/S 24,200
Land - Near Town House 23,300
Land - Near Town House 1 9,600
Land - Remick Lot 59,800
Land - Town Farm Lot 46,300
Land - Willey Rd., MM 26,000
Land - Piggot Hill 10,500
Land - Piggot Hill 2,400
Land & Building - Water Precinct 46,100
Land & Building - Water Precinct 30,700
Land - Hare Rd. 24,900
Land & Building - Silver St. off water district 1 23,800
Land - Old Cross Rd. 800
Land - Old Cross Rd. 5,900
Land - Main St., Branch Rd. 19,300
Land - Bridge St., Main St. 15,100
Land - Brookfield Dr. 13,200
Land - Brookfield Dr. NE/S 13,200
Land - Middleton Rd. 20,1 00
Land - Dames Br. 30,700
Land & Building - Rte 1 25 99,400
Land - Rte 125 93,800
Land -Main St. 19,000
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TOWN MEETING - SECOND SESSION
March 14, 1992
The annual Town Meeting (Articles of Business in the Warrant) of
the legal voters of the Town of Milton was held at the Nute High School
Auditorium on March 14, 1992. Moderator Victor Joos called the meeting
to order at 1 :00 pm. Moderator Joos told where the Warrant had been
posted -- Milton and Milton Mills Post Office, Nute High School and the Town
Office; followed by the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag and the playing of
the National Anthem. The Budget Committee, Selectmen, Town Ad-
ministrator, Town Clerk and Deputy Town Clerk were introduced.
Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball presented a plaque to Ron Corson, Public
Works Director, for his many years of service to the Town of Milton. The
Trustees of Trust Funds were thanked for their generosity in enabling the
Town to purchase portable voting booths. A moment of silence for Warren
Swope, Richard Kibbe and Leslie Chase was observed. Moderator Joos
noted a correction on Page B of the Warrant (in the Town Report) - under
Culture & Recreation -- it should read $26,000.00 NOT $6,000.00. A brief
explanation by the Moderator of the rules governing the meeting and stating
that amendments on anything would be allowed if it did not change the intent
of the article. Moderator Joos next read the Warrant. Carol L. Martin,
seconded by Virgina Banks, made the motion to dispense with the reading
of the entire Warrant. Motion carried. It was announced that Cablevision
would videotape the meeting. Moderator Joos next explained that non-resi-
dents would be allowed to speak. Recount of the election held on March
10, 1992 would be held on Tuesday, March 17 at 6:30 pm at the Town
Office.
ART.4. Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball, seconded by Selectman
Paul Carlson, made the motion to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,359,570.00, which represents the 1992 Selectmen Recommended
operating budget found in column three of the posted budget (MS-7). Said
sum is exclusive of all special appropriation articles addressed. The Budget
Committee's Recommended 1992 operating budget of $1,290,437.00,
appears in column four of the posted budget (MS-7).
1992 Selectmen 1992 Budget
Budget Committee
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Executive $ 124,350 $ 123,165
Elections 5,200 5,200
Fin. Adm. (audit & budget) 9,500 9,500
Revaluation of property 20,000 12,000
Legal Expense 10,000 10,000
Employee Benefits 48,100 48,100
Planning & Zoning 12,650 10,746
General Government Bldg. 15,000 15,000
Cemeteries 1,000 1,000
Insurance 94,355 94,355
Strafford Regional Planning 2,050 2,050
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Elaine Ling, seconded by Frederic Russell, made the motion to
amend the article to read $1 ,290,437.00. Vote taken. Amendment carried.
Phil Mollica, seconded by "Poochie" Tanner, made the motion to amend
the Town Beach line to read $24,077 thus adding $2,000 due to the longer
season in which the beach will be open. Card Vote taken. YES 75 NO 131
Amendment denied. The amended article appropriating $1,290,437.00
carried. Eugene Nute gave a brief report on the Milton Town Library.
ART. 5. Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball made the motion to
authorize the Selectman to borrow such sums of money as may be
necessary to pay current expenses in anticipation of taxes, seconded by
Selectman Douglas Shute. Motion carried.
ART. 6. Selectman Douglas Shute, seconded by Selectman Paul
Carlson, made the motion to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend in the name of the town, such advances, grants or other funds
which may be forthcoming from federal, state, local or private agencies
during the coming year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b. This article
requires the Selectmen to hold a prior public hearing in the action to be
taken. Motion carried.
ART 7. Selectman Douglas Shute made the motion to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts to the town of personal property other
than cash, for any public purposes. This is in accordance with RSA 31 :95-e
shall remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the towm meeting,
seconded by Selectman Paul Carlson. Motion carried.
ART. 8. Selectman Douglas Shute made the motion to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund for the closure of the present landfill and raise and
appropriate $30,000.00 to be placed in this fund and designate the
Selectmen as agents to expend, seconded by Selectwoman Joan Tasker
Ball. Motion carried.
ART. 9. Selectman Douglas Shute made the motion to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund for the establishment of a solid waste transfer and
recycling facility at the present landfill area, and raise and appropriate
$20,000.00 to be placed in this fund and designate the Selectmen as agents
to expend, seconded by Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball. Motion carried.
ART. 1 0. Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball, seconded by Bette White,
made the motion to raise and appropriate $5,700.00 for a Highway Dump
Truck Body. Motion carried.
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ART. 1 1 . Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball made the motion to raise
and appropriate $18,560.00 for road reconstruction of Silver Street Exten-
sion (on the Farmington end), seconded by Selectman Douglas Shute.
Motion carried.
ART. 12. Selectman Paul Carlson, seconded by Selectwoman
Joan Tasker Ball, made the motion to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for
the purpose of a new police cruiser and raise and appropriate $5,000.00 to
be placed in the fund, and designate the Selectmen as agents to expend.
Motion carried.
ART. 13. Selectman Paul Carlson made the motion to raise and
appropriate $17,000.00 to purchase a new police cruiser, seconded by
Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball. Motion carried.
ART. 14. Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball made the motion to raise
and appropriate $5,000.00 for the construction of recreational shelters at
the Town Beach facility, seconded by Selectman Paul Carlson. Motion
denied.
ART. 15. Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball, seconded by Selectman
Paul Carlson, made the notion to raise and appropriate the total sum of
$3,500.00 for the following three (3) health related agencies:
a) Sexual Assault Resource Center $ 500.00
b) Strafford Hospice 1 ,000.00
c) My Friend's Place 2,000.00
Card Vote taken. YES 119 NO 73 Motion carried.
ART. 1 6. Mary Kibbe, seconded by Eugene Nute, made the motion
to postpone indefinitely. Motion carried.
ART. 17. Tom Merriam, seconded by Tom Vachon, made the
motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 for road repairs to
Kingsbury Drive as petitioned by the Kingsbury Drive Association.
Petitioners ask the town to reappropriate this sum which was approved at
a 1987 town meeting. Card Vote taken. YES 89 NO 90. Motion denied.
Frederic Russell, seconded by "Moe" Martel, made the motion for a recount.
Recount taken. YES 97 NO 98. Motion denied.
Leona Thompson, seconded by Marylin Pike, made the motion to
consider Article 28 at this time. Motion carried.
ART. 28. Virginia Banks, seconded by Barbara Henderson, Made
motion to rescind the provisions of the Municipal Budget Law. Petitioners
ask the town to rescind the March 1 7, 1 990, Article 1 0, vote which adopted
the provisions of the Municipal Budget Law and the provisions of RSA
Chapter 32. This established the Budget Committee in the town of Milton.
Ballot vote taken. YES 1 6 NO 1 44 Motion denied.
ART.18. Selectman Douglas Shute, seconded by Selectwoman
Joan Tasker Ball, made the motion to accept the provisions of RSA 149-m
to enable the Board of Selectmen to make by-laws governing the Solid
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Waste Facility, to include the present landfill and recycling areas and to
establish rates. Motion carried.
ART. 19. Selectman Douglas Shute made the motion to authorize
the Selectmen to adopt an ordinance (as authorized by RSA 149-m)
establishing a compulsory recycling program for solid waste disposal at the
site of the present solid waste facility: for the purpose of helping reduce
disposal costs & producing income to help offset operating costs of the solid
waste facility, landfill and recycling areas, seconded by Selectwoman Joan
Tasker Ball. Motion carried.
ART. 20. Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball made the motion to
authorize the Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown on a
subdivision plat approved by the Planning Board, provided that such street
has been constructed to applicable town specifications as determined by
the Board of Selectmen or their designee, seconded by Selectman Paul
Carlson. Motion carried.
ART. 21. Ronald Loiselle, seconded by Rusty Martin, made the
motion to authorize the Planning Board to prepare and amend a recom-
mended program of municipal capital improvements projects projected over
a period of ten (10) years. The sole purpose of the capital improvements
program shall be to aid the Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee
in their consideration of the annual budget, all as authorized by RSA
674:5-8. Frederic Russell, seconded by Virginia Banks, made the motion
to amend the article to read six (6) years instead of ten (10) years.
Amendment denied. Main motion carried.
ART. 22. Selectman Paul Carlson, seconded by Selectwoman
Joan Tasker Ball, made the motion to authorize the Selectment to convey
any real estate acquired by the town by Tax Collector Deeds. Such
conveyance shall be by deed following a public auction or the property may
be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as
justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80. Motion Carried
ART. 23 Selectman Douglas Shute, seconded by Selectwoman
Joan Tasker Ball, made the motion to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:1 -c
which authorizes any town or city not to assess, levy, and collect a resident
tax. Card vote taken. YES 59 NO 88 Motion denied.
ART 24. Selectman Paul Carlson made the motion to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to sell and convey lots in the Milton Industrial Park on
such terms and conditions as they deem in the best interest of the town,
seconded by Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball. Thomas Peterson, seconded
by Craig Lancey, made the motion to amend the article by eliminating the
words "LOTS IN". Amendment denied. David Mattair, seconded by Elaine
Ling, made the motion to table indefinitely. Motion to table indefinately
denied. The main motion carried.
ART. 25. Selectman Paul Carlson made the motion to authorize
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the Board of Selectmen to conduct a timber management cut in the Milton
Industrial Park on such terms and conditions as they deem in the best
interest of the town, seconded by Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball. Motion
carried.
ART. 26. Selectman Paul Carlson, seconded by Selectwoman
Joan Tasker Ball, made the motion to adopt optional adjusted elderly
exemptions from property tax. The optional exemptions, based on assesed
value, for qualified taxpayers shall be as follows: for a person 65 years of
age up to 75 years - $25,000.00; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years
- $37,500.00; for a person 80 years of age or older - $50,000.00. To qualify,
the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years;
own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate owned by his
spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the
taxpayer must have a net income of less than $10,000.00 or if married, a
combined net income of less than $12,000.00; and own net assets not in
excess of $45,000.00 to $50,000.00 excluding the value of the person's real
estate. Ballot vote taken. YES 109 NO 18 Motion carried.
ART. 27. "Poochie" Tanner, seconded by George Banks, made the
motion to adopt the provisions of RSA 31 :95-c to restrict the revenues from
the Milton Town Beach to expenditures for the purpose of operation,
maintenance and capital improvements. Such revenues and expenditures
shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund to be known as the Milton
Town Beach Fund, separate from the general fund. Any surplus in said fund
shall not be deemed part of the general fund accumulated surplus and shall
be expended only after a vote by the legislative body to appropriate a
specific amount from said fund for a specific purpose related to the purpose
of the fund or source of the revenue. Ballot vote taken. YES 44 NO 63
Motion denied.
ART. 29. "Poochie" Tanner, seconded by Mike Smith made the
motion to exempt all town and school buildings from the sewer user fees.
Bob Taatjes, seconded by Gary Burke, made the motion to postpone
indefinitely. Motion to postpone indefinitely carried.
ART. 30. Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball made the motion to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to adopt an ordinance governing the
consumption and possession of alcoholic beverages (as defined in RSA
175) on any public sidewalk or municipal parking lot within the limits of the
town of Milton and in any park, recreational, or rest area within the limits of
the town of Milton; and to establish a penalty of $100.00 for persons found
guilty of violation of these ordinances, seconded by Selectman Paul
Carlson. Motion carried.
ART. 31 . "Moe" Martel, seconded by Mary Kibbe, made the motion
to adjorn. Motion carried. Moderator Victor Joos declared the meeting
adjourned at 6:10 pm.
A true record, attest: Carol L. Martin, Town Clerk




A special town meeting of the legal voters of the town of Milton,
New Hampshire was held at Nute High School on October 24, 1992.
Moderator, Victor Joos, called the meeting to order at 1 :02 PM, followed by
the pledge of allegiance to the flag by all. Carol L. Martin made the motion
to dispense with the reading of the warrant, seconded by Virginia Banks.
Article 1. Phil Bean, seconded by Elinore Dame, made the motion
to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 to demolish and dispose of
the remaining structures, known as the Greene Tannery, located on Water
Street. This needs immediate attention as it is both dangerous and hazard-
ous to the residents of Milton Mills and a potential accident waiting to
happen, (by Petition - Not recommended)
Scott Berry made this motion to table Article 1 and go on to Article
2 at this time. Seconded by Elinore Dame. Motion carried.
Article 2. Ronald Loiselle made the motion to raise and appropriate
the sum of $30,000.00, seconded by Elinore Dame. The purpose of this
money is for the demolition and disposal of hazardous and dilapidated
structures at the Greene Tannery site in Milton Mills, (recommended by the
Budget Committee) Motion carried.
Selectman Rodney Woodill made the motion, seconded by
Selectwoman Joan Tasker Ball, to move the question. Motion passed.
A petition was given to Moderator Joos to have a secret paper
ballot.
Frederic Russell made the motion to overrule the Moderator and
have further discussion on the Article, seconded by Phil Bean. By card vote
the results were: Yes 44 No 31 motion carried.
Andy Lucier made the motion to move the question, seconded by
Ronald Loiselle. Motion carried.
By secret paper ballot the results were: yes 74 no 36 motion to
raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for the purpose of demolition
and disposal of hazardous and dilapidated structures at the Greene Tan-
nery site in Milton Mills carried.
Ronald Loiselle, seconded by Carol L. Martin, made the motion to
adjourn. Motion carried.
Meeting declared adjourned at 1 :50 PM by Moderator Joos.
A true record, attest: Carol L. Martin, Town Clerk
A true copy of record, attest: Carol L. Martin, Town Clerk
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Aiello, Joseph & Elizabeth $ $581.54
Agri, Patricia 3,875.22
Askins, Paul R 2,631.57 2,271.91
Ayers, Stephen 500.37
BBG Realty Co. Inc. 3,443.04
Bacigalupo, Peter & Lynne 620.05 819.66
Bacon, William & Laurie 1,835.24 959.84
Bamford, Robert & Nancy 155.87
Barca, Thomas J & Leslie 3,194.78 3,117.57
Barnes, Harriett Est. 1,791.12 2,087.91
Barrett, Charles & James 1,202.58 911.59
Belleau, Ernest Jr 422.86
Bilodeau, Richard & Barbara 2,107.05 1,190.34
Blackey, Theodore & Susan 388.84
Bodwell, John & Audrey 2,173.40 1,669.03
Boggis, Vint R 450.29
Boggis, Vint R 24.48
Bouree, Jason & Sandra 2,333.49
Brock, Alan 1,304.21
Brock, Warren Est. 1,906.94
Brown, Arthur & Nancy 494.11 590.95
Brown, Jeanne York 1,394.35 1,275.07
Brown, Keith & Edith 1,993.88 1,871.61
Brown, Michael & Diane 415.02 409.80
Burke, Gary 2,931.51 2,591.26
Butler, Deanna 1 ,958.52
Canfield, Diane 773.00
Chaplin, Ronald 1 ,002.25 639.40
Cheney, Donald & Scott, Nathan 533.11 517.73
Cheney, Donald & Scott, Nathan 522.73 514.33
Cheney, Donald & Scott, Nathan 1,902.31 1,683.10
Cheney, Donald & Diane 4,483.01 4,641.97
Cheney, Donald & Diane 519.73
Cheney, Donald & Diane 502.10
Cheney, Donald & Diane 509.21
Cheney, Donald & Diane 516.32
Cheney, Donald & Diane 640.26
Cheney, Donald & Diane 454.67 171.70
Cheney, Donald & Diane 860.33
Clough, David & Terri 1,806.96
Clough, David & Terri 448.96
Clough, Jon 240.59
Collins, Ethel Est. 396.48
Collins, Warner & Lorrette 2,177.48 1,512.46
Comerford, Ralph 541.81
Cook, Elaine 1 ,326.69 1,354.87
Coraine, Donna L 547.42 393.77
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Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Lien 1991 (Con't)
Previous
1991 1990 Years
Corraine, Donna L 516.82 331.82
Corson, Karl & Kathryn 49.81
Couch, Randy Sr 1,620.98 826.98
Crosby, Car! & Merrill 578.63
Currier, Alfreda 99.58
Curtis, Garry & Marie 1,633.65 967.97
Davis, Scott; Paul, David & Jewett, Edward 7,062.51 147.74
Day, Leslie & Carolyn 630.58
Dillinbeck, Edward & Karen 68.73
Donahue, Daniel & Terri 65.40
Donlon, Marie 2,296.70 2,702.94
Dore, Mary 709.08
Douglas, Elaine & Pinkham, Henry 3,624.69
Dow, Stephen & Linda 1,717.84
Doyle, Dennis 426.14 33.63
Doyle, Dennis 443.97 467.68
Doyle, Dennis 376.96 450.29
Doyle, Dennis 365.10 249.87
Doyle, Dennis 350.87 249.87
Doyle, Dennis 319.62 249.87
Doyle, Dennis 336.22 233.35
Doyle, Dennis 296.32 233.35
Doyle, Dennis 272.60 249.87
Doyle, Dennis 246.52 249.87
Doyle, Dennis 234.25 249.87
Doyle, Dennis 270.24 233.35
Doyle, Dennis 224.76 249.87
Doyle, Dennis 217.64 233.35
Doyle, Dennis 220.01 233.35
Doyle, Dennis 251.26 233.35
Doyle, Dennis 296.48 249.87
Doyle, Dennis 428.72 256.47
Doyle, Dennis 409.74 233.35
Doyle, Dennis 391.76 233.35
Drew, Shirley 1,002.02
Dunton, Bonnie K 6,593.35 6,025.31
Dunton, Bonnie K 9.12
Dunton, Bonnie K 20.98
Dunton, Bonnie K 37.58
Dunton, Bonnie K 170.39
Dunton, Bonnie K 1,650.34
Duquette, Nancy 14.90
Eastman, John Jr 101.58
Eaves, Timothy (Mason) 500.44 240.88
Elliott, Steven & Donna 1,704.18 2458.56
Empire of America Realty 607.91
Emerson, Gerald & Susan 556.06
Equity Trading Partners & Inv. 1,334.42
Estes, Elizabeth & Kim 1,601.45 975.63
Farrington, Richard Jr 571.40 864.48
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Felicia's Realty Trust 426.14 262.22
Ferguson, Scott & Anne 2,597.21
Festa, John & Judith 775.53
Fidelity Guarantee Mtg. Corp 573.95 350.87
First NH Realty Grp Inc 3,254.73 4,708.17
Flood, Sharon 4,716.89 5,339.23
Flood, Sharon 316.85
Fortin, Frances, David & Jerilyn 1,977.18 684.33
Fowler, Tristram Sr & Janice 514.44
Fowler, Tristram Sr & Janice 2,644.26
Frizzell, Robert Jr 3,051,59 2,955.71
Gagne, Steven & Cheri 2,515.49
Gagnon, James & Penny 1,384.09
Galarneau, Milford Jr 1,386.27 997.95
Galarneau, Milford Jr 80.27 441.75
Garrett, John & Lee 81.00
Gauthier, Gary & Denise 3,655.62
Gray, Lawrence & Barbara Ann 2,133.03 2,306.95
Gregoire, Dolores 141.67
Gregory, Murphy L 3,456.25 7,350.97
Hamann, Charles & Cindy 4,490.38
Hamel, Carmen 942.77
Harris, Lillian 1 ,564.25
Hartin, Kevin & Kimberly 810.75 760.48
Helie, Everett & Carol 635.93
Higgins, Raymond 1,922.26
Hockaday, Frank A. 305.08
Hogan, Kelly & Marie 2,159.08 2,813.62
Hogan, Kelly & Marie 76.38
Hogan, Kerry & Eileen 654.56 697.04
Holt, David & Lisa 1 ,392.53 1,724.60
Horn, Clyde, June & Garry 1,882.00 1,776.83
Hutchins, Edwin & Gloria 1,590.82
lannone, Pasquale & Joan 2,927.84
Isabelle, Michael & Linda 751.66 775.15
JFII Inc 3,480.53 831.83
Jenal Asociates Inc 3,281.23 1 ,288.95
Jones, Carl & Mary 2,951.13
Joyce, Mark & Roberta 35.14
Jubinville, Michael & Linda 442.84 488.49
Keefer, Donald & Marguerite 207.81
Keefer, Donald & Marguerite 273.89
Lanni, Marie Est 999.57
Lanni, Marie Est 151.42
Leary, Rodney & Jane 552.81
Legere, Gerard & Regina 408.45 339.35
Lennox, Lois 212.47
Lessard, Pamela 2,644.69 4458.27





Marcoux, Michael J 311.36
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Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Lien 1991 (Con't)
Previous
1991 1990 Years
Marcoux, Raymond R 363.53
Markey, Edward & Patricia 2,092.48
Marshall, Robert Jr, Monica, Robert & Nancy 749.66
Martin, David A 3,021.94
Martin, Russell & Gloria 401.52
Mather, David & Donna 1,794.49 1,161.18
MacPherson, Donald & Jill 538.78
McGlauflin, Robert F 1 ,272.08 1,212.58
McKay, Gerald & Mary Ellen 2,451.20 1,102.10
McPherson, Norman & Mildred 1,336.76
Meehan, Roland Jr & Rachel 1,957.29 2,503.02
Meehan, Roland Jr & Rachel 3,873.55
Mellen, Lita 1,620.23
Mickelonis, Patrick & Roberta 1,293.77
Miltonia Management Inc 2,013.11 1,993.88 7,540.61
Miltonia Management Inc 351.64 248.56 949.72
Molleur, Mary 2,478.47 2,753.47
Morrill, Betty 1,025.52 816.47
Morton, Cecil & Vickie 1,142.58 945.09
Mountain Top Dev. Co. 4,287.03
Mountain Top Dev. Co. 2,351.14
Nason, Ronald Jr & Cynthia (Bankruptcy) 850.45 1,419.71 1,260.60
Newhall, Patricia & Lester 1,124.97
Newhall, Patricia & Lester 76.86
Northern Land Traders Inc (L2-L12) 5,201.38 1,632.06
O'Brien, Nathan & Butler, Judy 1,470.37 183.84
Parcell, Phyllis 604.77 1,037.15
Pearce, John & Deborah 3,332.59
Pearson, Craig & Karen 1 ,857.46
Pedro, Michael & Cindy 2,168.04 2,378.25
Pennell, Evelyn & Allard, Paula 1,783.20 963.82
Penta, Anthony & Adelaide 924.85
Perkins, Donald & Lorraine 872.04
Perron, Gerald 273.86 488.91
Perron, Gerald 77.89
Perry, Ronald & Sandra 1 ,330.35
Pert, Edmund & Joyce 1,886.03 2,175.74
Place, Miriam & Norman 600.04
Poulin, Kellie 652.40
Provencher, Norris & Dorothy 1,925.33 2,447.25
Ragucci, Samuel & Mary Ellen 274.67 420.64
Reilley, Richard & Cheryl 559.77
Reynolds, John & Linda 1,861.57 1,789.96
Ricker, Caroline 493.44
Salvo, Joseph; Myers, James & Cascella 1,168.46 724.72
Salvo, Joseph & Bollettiero, John 189.78
Sanborn, James & Elizabeth 1,657.32
Seacoast Savings Bank 12,324.89
Shea, Philip 419.59
Siller, Christine (Bilodeau) 580.81 988.43
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Smith, Harry Jr & Tammy 1,438.13
Smith, Janet 237.94
Smith, Patrick & Pamela 388.89
Spaulding Lake Corp 3,494.19 3,697.40
Sprague, William & Tammy 1 ,335.65
Stanley, Leonard & Lorraine 4,232.38
Steadmen, Charles & Cindy 1,382.46 1,119.72
Stevens, Ronald & Edyth 2,559.42
Stimpson, Gary 462.48 479.19
Stone, Donald & Lucille 1,165.24
Tarmey, Kelly Anne 1,285.16 1,113.31
Tasker, Theodore Jr 3,688.40 6,870.13
Tempedum Realty Trust 342.24 245.54
Thompson, Matthew Jr 760.92
Thompson, Matthew Jr 819.46
Tierra Enterprises Inc (Bank of NH) 509.78
Tierra Enterprises Inc (Bank of NH) 28.09
Tilton, Norman Heirs 220.03
Tilton, Norman Heirs 304.77
United States of America (Foss) 536.39
United States of America (Jeffco) 492.85 216.31
V.S.H. Realty Inc 2,349.23
Vachon, Thomas R & Judith 1,434.85
Walbridge, Marion & Canney, June 1,886.32 896.46
Walbridge, Marion & Canney, June 687.09 678.81
Walbridge, Marion & Canney, June 510.36 345.30
Wallingford, Wayne & Mamie Trust 422.34
Walsh, James & Donna 1,031.74 1572.19
Warburton, Robert & Caroline 1,842.57 2784.81
Warburton, Robert & Caroline 232.54
Ward, Michael J 729.33 983.29
White, Alan & Margaret 2,795.05
White, Kathleen & Temple, Janet & William 508.49 57.78
White, Kathleen & Temple, Janet & William 484.84 429.93
Wilver, Gene & Balestrier, Barbara 1,145.08 825.03
Wingate, Bradley & Lori 307.46
Woodruff, Bruce & Denise 1,740.96 2129.63
York, Harold 420.64
Young, David Jr & Michelle 1,675.21
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF MILTON
For the Year Ending December 31, 1992
Date of Place of Name of Name of Name of
Birth Birth Child Father Mother
BIRTHS in 1991
Oct. 02 Rochester Molly Germaine Richard P. Sanfacon Madelyn Y. Melanson
Dec. 02 Portsmouth Ashleigh May Conrad H. Boulton Elizabeth A. Payne
1992
Jan. 06 Dover Haylee Elizabeth Thomas W. Rearick Sheila A Tierney
Feb. 07 Rocheater Mark Anthony, Jr. Mark A. Wachowiak Julie A. Leonard
Feb. 13 Rochester Crystal Leane Carl L. Whitten Constance I. Dubois
Feb. 18 Rochester Santana Paige Kevin N. Wheeler Becky L. Plickert
Feb. 18 Rochester Kayla Hope Kevin N. Wheeler Becky L. Plickert
Feb. 25 Dover Paige Danielle Brian J. Dickie Leslie J. Reynolds
Feb. 28 Rochester Christopher Scott Jason S. Bourre Sandra S. Colley
Mar. 04 Rochester Chelsea Marie Jeffery C.J. Cormier Sandra Berge
Mar. 11 Rochester Alison Elizabeth William C. Stanley Debra A. Brooks
Mar. 16 Rochester Jasmine Marie Robert S. Penney Keely M.Brooks
Mar. 18 Wolfeboro Mark Evans Steven W. Prescott Nancy M. Salisbury
Apr. 03 Portsmouth Kayla Rose Charles E. Emerson Karen R. Larochelle
Apr. 08 Rochester Courtney Emily Peter R. Hills Susan L. Lambert
Apr. 11 Portsmouth Melissa Anne Stephen P. Miller Frances A. Galasyn
Apr. 14 Dover James Edward, III James E. Hill, Jr. Michele A. Lirette
Apr. 21 Rochester Ryan Allan Walter A Burnett, Jr. Patricia A. Couch
May 28 Rochester Sarah Marie Michael S. Wilkins Suzanne C. Forcier
Jun.17 Rochester Amanda Lynn Tom William Henry Morann Deborah L. Hescock
Jul. 05 Rochester Samantha Nichole Samuel C. Brooks Coreen M. Taliaferro
Jul. 17 Rochester Travis Edward James A. Cutter Kam L. Canney
Jul. 21 Rochester Devan Layn Maurice G. Labrie Barbara A. Provencher
Aug. 22 Rochester Jesse Aaron Richard W. Reynolds, Jr. Heather J. Audet
Sep. 22 Rochester Elijah Kai Ari B. Goldenberg Kristen Caswell
Oct. 24 Dover Cassandra Leigh Kenneth L. Elwell Sandra C. Colby
Nov. 02 Rochester Jared Andrew Scott R. Towle Darlene R. Bye
Nov. 24 Rochester Amber Michelle Mark A. Rodney Kristen A. Leclair
Dec. 04 Rochester Tayla Marie Paul J. Bourque Patricia A. Young
Dec. 23 Dover John Taylor Fred W. Sherburne Rebecca A. Kohut
Dec. 31 Rochester Alyson Paige Kevin P. Towle Kathy L. Johnson
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF MILTON
For the Year Ending December 31, 1992
Date of Place of Name and Surname Name of Maiden Name
Death Death of the Deceased Father Mother
1985
Aug. 02 Mae F. Williams
1991
Dec. 09 Rochester Harry R. Williams
1992
Jan. 05 Milton Gladys E. Watson
Jan. 14 Rochester James G. Duggan
Jan. 17 Milton Rosalie A. Lavertue
Feb. 18 Sanbomville Lester Ervin Adjutant
Mar. 09 Milton Roger G.Vanasse
Mar. 11 Milton Leslie Oliver Chase
Mar. 21 Wolfeboro George Byron Kimball
Mar. 30 Milton Mills Janette Eve Houston
Apr. 21 Dover Erwin Londo
Apr. 28 Union Sylvia L. Joy
May 09 Hillsboro Douglas L. Eaton
May 26 Portland, ME Irving Meserve
Jun.03 MA Nike Tomas Beaulieu
Jun.27 MA Allen Sumner Twombly
Jul. 12 Rochester Robert L Tufts
Aug. 06 Wolfeboro Doris Thelma Leighton
Aug. 06 Milton Thomas Russell Mannette
Aug. 22 Lyman, ME Willard L. Clark, Jr.
Sept. 09 Rochester Eleanor J. Smith
Sept. 19 Dover Lucien G. Couture
Sept. 22 Rochester Bernard H. Liberi, Jr.
Sept. 23 Wolfeboro Myrtle M. Sanborn
Sept. 25 Milton MildaPerkons
Oct. 08 Acton, Me Rachel White Adjutant
Oct. 10 Rochester Ruth Whitehouse Plummer
Oct. 30 Rochester Eliz. S. Sheing
Oct. 31 Rochester Jeanette M. Nutter
Nov. 18 Wolfeboro Margherita P. Rouleau
Nov. 23 Sanford.Me Marion I. Walker
Dec.21 Milton Mills Theresa Leaden















Russell T. Mannette Marguerite A. Rousseau
Chauncey J. Eldridge Esther L. Adjutant
Bernard H. Liberi, Sr. Bertha M. Vernava
Fred Nute Olive Garland
Alexander Buss Frida Purvit










MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF MILTON
For the Year Ended December 31 , 1991
Date of Name and Surname Residence of each at
Marriage of Groom and Bride Time of Marriage
1991
Feb. 02 Joseph L. Taffe, Jr. Milton
Jacqueline A. Shea Newmarket
May 24 Dineen M. Davidson Somersworth
Vicki M. Rohwer Portsmouth
Sept. 07 Shane M. Smith Milton
Jennifer E. Gilman Farmington
1992
Jan. 03 Timothy F. Hobin Milton
Ourania N. Demetres Milton
Jan. 10 Dennis J Duggan Milton
Cindy K. Hill Milton
Feb. 14 Jason E. Hermonat Milton
Dorothy A. Vachon Milton
Feb. 14 Kevin T. Shaw Milton
Barbara M. Mahoney Milton
Mar. 07 Michael H. Leighton Milton
Robin D. Dale Dover
Mar. 21 William H. Taggett Meredith
Ann E. Moore Milton
Mar. 28 Oscar J. Soucy, Sr. Milton
Grace L. Koutzoukis Milton
Apr. 18 Francis J. Evans, Sr. Milton
Phyllis J. Pelletier Milton
Apr. 25 Jose Andujar, Jr. Milton
Kellie A. Poulin Milton
May 01 David G. Paey, Jr. Milton
Robin J. Sanborn Rochester
May 02 John W. Moss, III Dover
Christina M. Legrand Milton
May 02 Brian R. Bennington Acton, ME
Melissa A Dame Acton, ME
May 09 Todd L. Philippi Aurora, CO
Michelle M. Meattey Milton
May 23 Jonathan E. Stevens Milton
Janine M. Washburne Milton
May 23 Joseph L Taffe, Sr. Milton
Barbara M. Spencer Milton
May 30 Hugh D. Williams Truckee, CA
Denise R. Heon Truckee, CA
May 30 James E. Douglas Dover
Nina R. Russo Milton
Jun. 06 Edward A. Morneau Milton
Doris A. Drapeau Milton
Jun. 06 Kenneth G. Sawyer Milton







































































William P. Trainor, Jr.
































































Year Ending December 31, 1992

























CASH ON HAND (Jan. 93)
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
CASH ON HAND (Jan 93)
SCHEDULE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY






New pump station & equipment
General equipment
















MILTON WATER DISTRICT WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Milton Water District, qualified to vote in the affairs
of the District.
You are hereby notified to meet in the American Legion Hall in said district,
Saturday, March 20, 1 993 at 7:00 pm in the evening to act on the following articles:
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Commissioner for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 00,000 to acquire land for the purpose of developing a second well source and
testing of wells in compliance with the State of New Hampshire Water Supply
Regulation WS 309.01 and said sum to be in addition to the Capital Reserve Fund
established in 1992; and to authorize the issuance of not more than $100,000 of
bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA
Chapter 33) and to authorize the commissioners to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. (2/3 ballot vote required)
6. To see if the voters of the District will vote to raise and appropriate:
a. Officer's salary $1 ,500.00
b. Pumping house 17,200.00
c. General Maintenance 15,000.00
d. Equipment 500.00
e. General Expense 650.00
f. Precinct building 350.00
g. Water Testing 7,000.00
h. Legal expenses 3.000.00
$45,200.00
7. To see if the District will vote to transfer funds, not to exceed $10,000,
unexpended and unencumbered as of December 31 , 1 993, to the Capital Reserve
Fund previously established for the purpose of funding a future well site and the
equipment necessary to operate the same, (majority vote required)
8. To see if the voters of the District will authorize the Commissioners to
borrow in anticipation of taxes and water rates.
9. To hear reports of committees and take any action relative thereto.
1 0. To transact any business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal the 30th day of January 1 993








Year Ending December 31, 1992
Total Water Rents Collected $ 1 1 ,730.69
Total Private Accounts Collected 481 .00
Total Interest Collected 147.45
Collected From All Sources $ 12,359.14
ASSETS
Uncollected Water Rents:




Year 1 992 1,839.88
TOTAL 3,977.18
Uncollected Private Accounts 23.00
TOTAL ASSETS $ 4,000.18
Respectfully Submitted by,
















Selectmen's Office " 652-4501
Town Clerk
. . . . 652-9414
Police Department Office 652-4514
Fire Station " 652-4201
Highway Department 652-9891
Planning Board Office 652-9404
MEETINGS
Town Elections Tuesday, March 9, 1993
At Nute High School Auditorium; Polls open 10:00 am to 7:00 pm
Town Meeting Saturday, March 13, 1993 1:00 pm
At Nute High School Auditorium; For Action on Warrant & Budget
Board of Selectmen Mondays 7:00 pm
Selectmen's Office
Budget Committee 3rd Thursday of each month 7:00 pm
Planning Board Office/Teneriffe Bldg.
Planning Board 1st Tuesday of each month 7:00 pm
Planning Board Office/Teneriffe Bldg.
Capital Improvements Committee 2nd Tuesday of each month 6:30 pm
Selectmen's Office
Economic Development Committee 3rd Thurs. of each month 8:00 pm
Selectmen's Office
Zoning Board of Adjustment . 2nd Wednesday of each month 7:00 pm
Planning Board Office/Teneriffe Bldg.
Conservation Commission . . . 2nd Tuesday of each month 7:00 pm
Planning Board Office/Teneriffe Bldg.
Recycling Committee Meet as needed
Planning Board Office/Teneriffe Bldg.
Sewer Commission 1st Tuesday of each month 6:30 pm
Treatment Plant Office Office
This Report cost $ 2.00
.
Please bring your copy with you to the town meeting.
